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1. PUBLIC ENTITY’S GENERAL INFORMATION 

Registered Name:    The Renaissance Theatre, trading as

The South African State Theatre

Registration Number:     2001/004447/08

Physical Address:    320 Pretorius Street

                                          Pretoria

                                        0002

Postal Address:  P O Box 566

                                 Pretoria

                                  0001

Telephone Number:  +27 12 392 4000

Fax Number: +27 12 320 0681

Email Address:  admin@statetheatre.co.za 

Website Address: www.statetheatre.co.za 

External Auditors: Auditor General South Africa  

Bankers: ABSA Bank Limited

Company/ Board Secretary: N/A
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2. LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS/ACRONYMS

AFS Annual Financial Statements

AGSA Auditor General of South Africa

BBBEE Board Based Black Economic Empowerment

BOARD The South African State Theatre Board, also known as the Council of The South African State Theatre

CEO Chief Executive Officer

CFO Chief Financial Officer

DAC The Department of Arts And Culture

DPSA The Department of Public Service and Administration

MANCO Management Committee

MTEF Medium Term Expenditure Framework

NT National Treasury

PFMA Public Finance Management Act

SA South Africa

SAST The South African State Theatre

SCM Supply Chain Management

TR  Treasury Regulations
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3. FOREWORD BY THE CHAIRPERSON
The year under review
This is my first report as the Acting Chairperson of The South African State Theatre Board, after the resignation of our Care-taker Chairperson, 
Advocate Josephine Ralefatane on 1st April 2014.  Adv Ralefatane reported that ‘it is our sincere commitment to clean up our administration’. 
To this end we committed to a clean audit report and created an environment that promotes ‘a supportive business environment’.  We have, 
as the Board of SAST, committed to ‘get the required business attention that supports the obligations’ placed on us by the Government and our 
stakeholders. The SAST continues to be the leader in producing theatre that is relevant to cultural diversity and has a strong local content with 
narratives that promote democracy, social cohesion and artistic excellence. Despite the unfavourable economic environment that arts institu-
tions find themselves in, we believe that we can continue to grow, develop talent, and create opportunities for writers, directors, actors, singers, 
composers and choreographers of note.
The year under review faced many difficulties, yet Board Members pulled together as a team as our task required of us. We worked as a collec-
tive, we took care of the Institution’s moral standards, monitored the plans and objectives. We improved the performances of subcommittees 
and developed over 30 policies and part of compliance with various government regulations and laws. In response to the Auditor General que-
ries the Board ensured that adherence to proper accounting and financial systems are in place. This includes Performance Information Systems 
to make sure that what has been achieved is easy to verify and validate. Poor leadership and committed management to the business of the 
theatre, was a problem to which a resolve was found through developing proper training and constant oversight, into implementation of Board 
resolutions. The core business of the theatre was achieved in that we managed to produce a total of 789 productions both internally and exter-
nally. SAST received 22 nominations for the Naledi Arts Awards and had its in-house productions appraised with good newspaper reviews. We 
remain the leader in theatre infrastructure with the largest theatre complex in South Africa and provide some of the best costumes and décor. 
Financial Results
Our financial situation for the year was significantly challenged as a result of increasing expenses. The SAST, like other arts institutions, depends on 
government grants to meet its obligations.  Our fundraising efforts and income generation activities have not been completely successful over 
the past year. Our revenue generation for the 2013/14 financial year decreased as a result of the construction within parking which is one of our 
main income generators.
Corporate Governance
Corporate Governance will continue to receive attention as Board and Management continue to identify, evaluate and assess possible risks and 
deal with them effectively. Policies have been approved.
Systems and Controls
Systems and Internal Controls have improved and Management continues to monitor progress going forward.
Acknowledgements
Minister of Arts and Culture: Mr. Paul Mashatile
Director-General: Arts and Culture: Mr. Sibusiso Xaba
All Board Members
State Theatre Management Team and Staff
 

_________________

Dr Otsile Ntsoane
The South African State Theatre 30 July 2014
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4. ARTISTIC DIRECTOR/ACTING CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S OVERVIEW
Our overriding success for the 2013/14 financial year is the achievement of an unqualified audit.  This confirms our commitment to ensure SAST 
has an effective and efficient system of financial control.  Amplifying the clean audit results, we surpassed the predetermined targets set in our 
2013/14 Annual Performance Plan by achieving 72% overall performance.
We remain dependent on our parent body, the National Department of Arts and Culture, for our primary source of funding.  DAC provided 
R42,393,000 of Operational Funding and R9,773,632 of Capital Infrastructure Funding during the year.  In total, we generated R23,404,614 in reve-
nue from the exchange of goods and services.
In line with the National Treasury Medium Term Expenditure Framework, we have prepared our budget for 2014/15 and 2015/16 which is estimat-
ed to be R84,002,000 and R88,598,000 respectively.  We are confident that we will deliver on our mandate, within budget.
In an effort to further augment the DAC grant with self-generated revenue, we will introduce new rental opportunities within our infrastructure.  
This will include upgraded restaurants, a canteen for staff and visitors, and a gift shop.  These initiatives will also contribute to enhancing the over-
all theatre experience for our patrons, visitors and staff.  
Supply Chain Management has been centralized.  This has resulted in an improved control environment which has allowed us to comply with 
PFMA and Treasury Regulations.  Weaknesses still exist under SCM, mainly due to the lack of an automated management system integrated with 
our financial management system.  This is being addressed and we intend on further improving SCM during 2014/15.
Capacity within the SAST remains a concern.  29 vacancies were reported at the end of the financial year, many of which are unfunded.  Com-
pounding this is the lack of skills across the entity.  We are addressing these issues by realigning our organogram and have increased the 2014/15 
training budget by R250, 000 to allow for specific training needs and career development in an effort to support succession planning within SAST.
Our core offering, the performing arts, is diverse and the quality very high.  The theatre community has testified to our quality and diversity by 
nominating The State Theatre programmes twenty two times and awarding us and our partners with six Naledi’s.  Race, Balbesit, My Name/My 
Naam is Ellen Pakkies and Mies Julie, are among the winners.
We have been brought back to life by the Youth Expressions Festival, the Vavasati Women’s Festival and the Mzansi Fela Festival.  35 internal pro-
ductions were presented for the year and we maintained an offering of 5 Genres in our ongoing Rendezvous programme.  Internal productions 
attracted 56,192 patrons, which exceeded the audience target for 2013/14.  The number of performances was also exceeded with 474 perfor-
mances for the year.  Internal productions contributed to the creation of short-term job opportunities in the performing arts sector.  1,615 jobs 
were created against a target of 708.
The Momentum Independent Programme (MIP), focussing on independent producer’s, ignited some flame into our overall artistic programme.  
MIP also gave young people an opportunity to work in the theatre as stage managers, assistant stage managers, technicians and stage hands.  
We hope to continue with interns with the vision that they will be developed into professional stage crew.  The Hope and Tragedy programme 
which saw the adaptation of Greek Classics into local content was a huge contribution to the development of young writers and Directors. This 
programme saw the adaptation of Euripides Medea into a new work entitled Exile, Sophocles Antigone into a contemporary production called 
Movement, Aeschylus Libation Bearers into a local piece called Homecoming, and Euripides Hippolytus into Forgiveness.  We also intend to fully 
develop these productions.  This gesture will inspire confidence in our young artists and the Tshwane community, but most of all, it will be a huge 
contribution to South African Theatre and the presentation of new local content, bolstered by internationally recognised classics.
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This year saw the launch of Vavasati International Women’s Festival which profiled seventeen new productions by independent producers and directors.  The festival remembers, 
recognises and celebrates, women’s contributions to making our society better.  Critically acclaimed productions were presented which include Drama, Comedy, Music, Perfor-
mance Art, Drama, and Fashion shows.  Vavasati International Women’s Festival also celebrated the 20,000 women who marched to the Union Buildings against pass laws in 1956 
- to you we say ”WATHINTA AFAZI WATHINTA IMBOKODO”.
The Rendezvous Programme, Jazz and African Nights, Tshwane Comedy Nights, Precinct Programme and Night of the Poets, continued to present platforms for young and estab-
lished comedians, musicians, poets and dancers.  The above mentioned programmes helped us realise our strategic goal to identify and present a diverse range of productions 
and also to provide development opportunities for emerging arts practitioners in the context of our programme. During the year under review we presented more than thirty three 
(33) concerts, and twenty (20) comedy nights.  The inclusion of the Precinct Programme in place of Stage Nights has proved to be a huge success and creates awareness about 
The State Theatre and its activities.
We also managed to tour with the productions of Rhetorical, Silent Voice and Vampire.  These tours were made possible by the Department of Arts and Culture through their Tour-
ing Venture programme.  We performed in three provinces and made professional theatre accessible to communities where there are no Cultural Institutions.  The Touring Venture is 
not only about accessibility, it brings awareness to the work that The State Theatre is doing and longevity of production, thus contributing favourably towards job creation. 

During the year we also made considerable progress in digitising our content.  This new element of our strategy will enable us to take theatre into the living rooms of our audiences 
and encourage audiences to visit the theatre for the live experience.  We are still in pilot stage but have managed to cover significant ground.
We also visited Hamburg in Germany to attend the Hunger for Trade Conference.  The conference ran over a week and provided guidelines for the production entitled Hungry.  This 
is a production of Deutsches SchauSpielHaus Hamburg in coproduction with Koninklijke Vlaamse Schouwburg, Royal Exchange Theatre, Teatrul Odean, The South African State The-
atre, Cia do Tijolo, Indian Ensemble, Théâtr’Evasion and Konzert Theater Bern.  The production is in collaboration with eleven theatre companies, worldwide, across four continents.  
On the 31st of May 2014, the final projects were streamed globally, in what was regarded as a festival of the project, and the first attempt to globalize theatre. We are excited to be 
part of this journey.
This year saw South Africa lose one of its beloved sons, Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela.  The State Theatre stood above the rest and displayed leadership by hosting a Memorial Concert 
that was performed to full capacity.  This emotional event showed that The State Theatre is alive and able to host and deliver on massive projects and events but most importantly 
it showed how relevant the theatre is.
We acknowledge our parent body, the National Department of Arts and Culture, our Board for their leadership, our sponsors, M-Net and City Property, our partner, Computicket, 
our staff, management, ladies and gentlemen of the press, and artists, for all their support and contributions during the year.

________________

Mr Aubrey Sekhabi
Artistic Director / Acting Chief Executive Officer 
The South African State Theatre
Date: 30 July 2014
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5. PERFORMANCE STATISTICS

Report for the year by Genre/Type 2013/14

GENRE NUMBER OF PERFORMANCES

Awards 3

Ballet 18

Children’s Theatre 30

Comedy 23

Competitions 2

Conference 10

Dance 15 

Drama 469

Drama (physical theatre) 18

Fashion 1

Gospel 15

Graduations 1

Memorial 1

Music 64

Music Theatre 6

Musical 30

Musical Theatre 29

Musical/ dance 5

Opera 3

Poetry 10

School Set Works 8

Various: Music/Poetry (Precinct) 28

GRAND TOTAL 789
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6. STATEMENT OF RESPONSIBILITY AND CONFIRMATION OF ACCURACY FOR THE ANNUAL REPORT

To the best of my knowledge and belief, I confirm the following: 
All information and amounts disclosed in the annual report is consistent with the annual financial statements audited by the Auditor General.

The annual report is complete, accurate and is free from any omissions.

The annual report has been prepared in accordance with the guidelines on the annual report as issued by National Treasury.

The Annual Financial Statements (Part E) have been prepared in accordance with the Standards of Generally Recognised Accounting Practice (GRAP) applicable to the public entity.

The accounting authority is responsible for the preparation of the annual financial statements and for the judgements made in this information.  

The accounting authority is responsible for establishing, and implementing a system of internal control that has been designed to provide reasonable assurance as to the integrity and reliability of the 
performance information, the human resources information and the annual financial statements.

The external auditors are engaged to express an independent opinion on the annual financial statements.

In our opinion, the annual report fairly reflects the operations, the performance information, the human resources information and the financial affairs of the public entity for the financial year ended 
31 March 2014.

Yours faithfully 
 

___________________ 

Artistic Director / Acting Chief Executive Officer
Mr Aubrey Sekhabi
30 July 2014
 

___________________ 

Acting Chairperson of the Board
Dr Otsile Ntsoane
30 July 2014
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7. STRATEGIC OVERVIEW

7.1 Vision 

To be the National Flagship for the facilitation of Socio-Economic development in the Performing Arts Sector.

7.2 Mission

To present an Artistic offering, of optimal quality, that integrates social and cultural diversity.

To provide development opportunities to emerging Arts Practitioners to learn and perform with the aim of becoming commercially competitive.

To provide effective Audience Development Programmes which will result in patrons supporting the economic objectives of the Performing Arts.

To maintain and upgrade our unique Theatre facilities to support our Artistic ambitions and our self-generating income objectives.

To optimize our facilities and offering to maximize self-generated income.

To comply with all relevant Laws, Regulations and Statutory Legislation.

7.3 Values

Transparency

Accountability

Freedom of expression

Honesty

Integrity

Excellence
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8. LEGISLATIVE AND OTHER MANDATES
The South African State Theatre is a Schedule 3A Public Entity under the PFMA.
The mandate as given to the public entity’s Accounting Authority by the Executive Authority is derived directly from the legislative mandate of the Department of Arts and Culture which in turn comes 
from the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act, 1996, including from the Preamble and Founding Provisions, and in particular:

Section 16 (1): Everyone has the right to freedom of expression, which includes:
freedom of press and other media;
freedom to receive or impact information or ideas;
freedom of artistic creativity ;and
academic freedom and freedom of scientific research”.

Section 30 “Everyone has the right to use language and to participate in the cultural life of their choice, but no one exercising these rights may do so in manners inconsistent with any provi-
sion of the Bill of Rights”. Section 32(1): Everyone has the right of access to:
any information held by the state; and any information that is held by another person and that is required for the exercise or protection of any rights.

LEGISLATIVE MANDATE  
On 1 April 2005, the former Minister of Arts and Culture Dr. Pallo Jordan declared the Renaissance Theatre a Cultural Institution in accordance with the Cultural Institutions Act, 1998 (Act 119 of 1998). 
The Renaissance Theatre is now known as the South African State Theatre. 
As a Cultural Institution we are established under the auspices of the Department of Arts & Culture and are then bound by the Public Finance Management Act 1 of 1999 (PFMA) as well as other 
applicable legislations. 
In the White Paper on Arts and Culture and Heritage, the following Acts have been promulgated by Parliament to create institutions in furtherance of the Constitutional mandate of the Department 
of Arts and Culture. The primary legislative framework of the Department of Arts & Culture emanates from the Acts listed below:
• Cultural Institutions Act, 1998 (Act 119 of 1998);
• Culture Promotion Act, 1983 (Act 35 of 1983);
• National Heritage Board Act, 1999 (Act 11 of 1999);
• National Heritage Resources Act, 1999 (Act 25 of 1999);
• Heraldry Act, 1962 (Act 18 of 1962);
• Legal Deposit Act, 1997 (Act 54 of 1997);
• National Arts Board Act, 1997 (Act 56 of 1997);
• National Film and Video Foundation Act, 1997 (Act 73 of 1997);
• Pan South African Language Board Act, 1995 (Act 59 of 1995);
• National Library of South Africa Act, 1998 (Act 92 of 1998); and
• South African Library for the Blind Act, 1998 (Act 91 of 1998).
• South African Geographical Names Board Act, 1998 (Act 118 of 1998);
• National Archives and Record Service of South Africa Act, 1996 (Act 43 of 1996)

POLICY MANDATE
Overall government’s mandate is derived from its Medium Strategic Framework and The Department of Arts and Culture has accordingly determined performance outcomes and policy drivers that 
would assist the Government in achieving its mandate.
The SAST has accordingly aligned its legislative mandate to the Department of Art and Culture’s drivers, outcomes and/or outputs.
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9. ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE
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PART B:  
PERFORMANCE
INFORMATION
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1. AUDITOR’S REPORT: PREDETERMINED OBJECTIVES

The AGSA currently performs the necessary audit procedures on the performance information to provide reasonable assurance in the form of an audit conclusion. The audit conclusion on the perfor-
mance against predetermined objectives is included in the report to management, with material findings being reported under the Predetermined Objectives heading in the Report on other legal 
and regulatory requirements section of the auditor’s report.
Refer to the Auditors Report, published as Part E: Financial Information.

2. SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS
Refer to the Audit Committee Report.

2.1 Strategic Outcome Oriented Goals

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE KEY FOCUS 
AREA

NUMBER OF 
OBJECTIVES ACHIEVED PARTIALLY 

ACHIEVED
NOT 

ACHIEVED
OVERALL PER-
FORMANCE

Identify and present a diverse range of productions Artistic Delivery 11 10 1 0 91%

Increase self-generated income, reduce variable operating expenditure and recover 
bad debts

Income Gener-
ation 13 5 7 1 38%

Provide development opportunities for emerging arts practitioners in the context of 
our programmes Development 6 5 0 1 83%

Ensure long term future for our Building and other Assets Infrastructure 9 7 1 1 78%

Implement the Marketing and Sales strategies effectively Sales & Market-
ing 7 4 3 0 57%

Ensure compliance with applicable legislation including PFMA, the Cultural Institutions 
Act, and Treasury Regulations

Regulatory 
Compliance 18 15 0 3 83%

TOTALS 64 46 12 6 72%
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3. PERFORMANCE INFORMATION BY OBJECTIVE

3.1 Objective 1:
Identify and present a diverse range of productions 
Purpose: The SA State Theatre seeks to present the very best performing arts work from the local community, the province, the country and from around the world.

CODE

PROGRAMME MEASURABLE 
OBJECTIVES

PROGRAMME 
PERFORMANCE INDICATOR BASELINE TOTAL STATUS TO DATE 

(ACHIEVED, 
PARTIALLY 

ACHIEVED, NOT 
ACHIEVED)

VARIANCE REPORT
INTERVEN-
TIONS THAT 
WILL BE PUT 
IN PLACE(KEY OUTPUT - SMART) (UNIT OF MEASURE) 2012/13 TARGET ACTUAL

SPA1 Artistic Productions

SPA211

Number of internal Festivals presented 
and hosted, to increase by 1 per annum 
until a minimum of 2 festivals are present-
ed per annum.

Number of internal festivals present-
ed and hosted. 1 2 3 Achieved

3 Festivals held:
Vavasati (New), Youth 
Expressions and Mzansi 

Fela.

n/a

SPA11

Number of internal productions presented 
to increase annually by 1 until a minimum 
of 33 productions per annum are present-
ed consistently. 

Number of internal productions 
presented. 22 23 35  Achieved

Fringe productions 
introduced which con-
tributed to the increase 
of internal productions.

n/a

SPA12

Number of internal productions perfor-
mance days to increase by 10% annually 
to a consistent minimum of 339 perfor-
mance days per annum.

Number of internal productions per-
formance days. 302 281 372 Achieved

Increase in days due 
to the introduction of 
Fringe productions.

n/a

SPA11a
Number of audience attendance for 
internal productions to increase by 10% 
annually.

Audience attendance numbers for 
internal productions. n/a 42 756 47 112 Achieved

Increase in audience 
due to the introduction 
of Fringe productions.

n/a

SPA13

Present the annual Rendezvous theatre 
program, with a minimum of 5 production 
genre’s including Jazz, Comedy, Hip-hop, 
Poetry & Rock Genres on a monthly basis.

Number of Rendezvous theatre pro-
ductions genres presented. 5 5 5 Achieved

Actual achieved per-
formance is in accor-
dance with predeter-

mined target.

n/a

SPA14

Number of Rendezvous theatre perfor-
mance days to increase by 10% annually 
to a consistent minimum of 175 perfor-
mance days per annum.

Number of Rendezvous theatre per-
formance days. 71 99 102 Achieved

Introduction of the
Precinct Programme 

increased the number 
of performance days.

n/a

SPA15 Rendezvous theatre audience attend-
ance to increase by 10% annually.

Audience attendance numbers in 
the Rendezvous theatre. n/a 6 639 9 080 Achieved

Introduction of the
Precinct Programme 
increased the audi-

ence numbers.

n/a
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CODE

PROGRAMME MEASURABLE 
OBJECTIVES

PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR BASELINE TOTAL STATUS TO DATE 

(ACHIEVED, 
PARTIALLY 

ACHIEVED, NOT 
ACHIEVED)

VARIANCE REPORT
INTERVEN-
TIONS THAT 
WILL BE PUT 
IN PLACE(KEY OUTPUT - SMART) (UNIT OF MEASURE) 2012/13 TARGET ACTUAL

SPA3 External productions

SPA221 Host 1 external Gospel festival per annum. Number of external Gospel festivals 
hosted. n/a 1 1 Achieved

Actual achieved per-
formance is in accor-
dance with predeter-

mined target.

n/a

SPA222 Host 1 external Youth festival per annum. Number of external Youth festivals 
hosted. n/a 1 1 Achieved

Actual achieved per-
formance is in accord-

ance with predeter-
mined target.

n/a

SPA31

Opera theatre productions presented by 
external producers to increase by 1 per 
annum until a minimum of 20 per annum 
is achieved consistently per annum.

Number of external productions 
presented in the Opera theatre. 16 14 16 Achieved

Good demand for
Opera Theatre to stage 

productions.
n/a

SPA32

Number of external productions perfor-
mance days in the Opera theatre, to 
increase by 10% annually to a consistent 
minimum of 290 performance days per 
annum.

Number of external productions per-
formance days in the Opera theatre. n/a n/a n/a n/a Duplication. Refer to

SPA31 n/a

SPA33

External productions in the Opera theatre 
audience figures to increase by 10% 
annually to a maximum of 1,300 per 
performance.

Audience attendance numbers 
in the Opera theatre for external 
productions.

n/a n/a n/a n/a Duplication. Refer to
SPS2 n/a

SPA34

Drama Theatre productions presented by 
external producers to increase by 1 per 
annum until a minimum of 26 per annum 
is achieved consistently per annum.

Number of external productions pre-
sented in the Drama theatre. 17 22 17 Partially Achieved

Lack of rentals for
Drama Theatre

Productions.

Revised rent-
al package 
offering to 
be devel-

oped.

SPA35

Number of external productions perfor-
mance days in the Drama Theatre, to 
increase by 10% annually to a consistent 
minimum of 196 performance days per 
annum.

Number of external productions 
performance days in the Drama 
theatre.

n/a n/a n/a n/a Duplication. Refer to
SPA34 n/a

SPA36

External productions in the Drama theatre 
audience figures to increase by 10% 
annually to a maximum of 640 per perfor-
mance.

Audience attendance numbers 
in the Drama theatre for external 
productions.

n/a n/a n/a n/a Duplication. Refer to
SPS2 n/a
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3.2 Objective 2:
Increase self-generated income, reduce variable operating expenditure and recover bad debts
Purpose: To maximise self-generated income by making use of our property portfolio and assets; raise additional income from Sponsorship, Box office; Décor and Wardrobe departments and 
the Front of House bars.

CODE
 

PROGRAMME MEASURABLE 
OBJECTIVES

PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR BASELINE TOTAL STATUS 

TO DATE 
(ACHIEVED, 
PARTIALLY  
ACHIEVED, 

NOT  
ACHIEVED)

VARIANCE 
REPORT

INTERVENTIONS 
THAT WILL BE PUT 

IN PLACE(KEY OUTPUT - SMART) (UNIT OF MEASURE) 2012/13 TARGET ACTUAL

SPI1 Generate additional income for development and special projects

SPI11

Raise sponsorship income for market-
ing activities and for the development 
programme: 2013/14 Target revised to 

R2,500,000 thereafter increasing by 10% 
year-on-year.

Rand value of sponsorship income 
received for marketing activities 
and for the development pro-

gramme.

R3 304 221  R 2 500 000  R 2 617 000 Achieved
Good response 
from sponsors to 

support SAST.
n/a

SPI12

Raise income (cash) from fundraising 
activities for marketing activities and for the 
development programme. Target 2013/14: 
R500,000 increasing by 10% year-on-year.

Rand value of fundraising income 
received for marketing activities 
and for the development pro-

gramme.

n/a  R 500 000  R 720 000 Achieved
Good response 
from donors to 
support SAST.

n/a

SPI2 Rental income

SPI21
Generate rental income from the Kilnerton 
Pretoria property, with an 8 % annual esca-

lation increase.

Rand value of Kilnerton rental in-
come received. R1 387 532  R 1 473 346  R 1 445 539 Partially 

Achieved

Defaulting tenants 
resulted in lower 
than targeted 

income.

New tenants being 
secured.

SPI22
Generate rental income from the Office 
block at 320 Pretorius Street Pretoria, with 

an 8% annual escalation increase.

Rand value of Office blocks rental 
income received. R695 855  R 819 442  R 749 132 Partially 

Achieved

Defaulting tenants 
and large number 
of vacant offices 
resulted in lower 
than targeted 

income.

Handing over to 
Debt collectors. 

Rental offering being 
revised.

SPI23 Generate rental income from Theatre rent-
als, increase annually by 14%.

Rand value of Theatre rental in-
come received. R3 861 995  R 4 842 544  R 3 201 433 Partially 

Achieved

Short running pro-
ductions that do 

not require longer 
rental periods.

Rental package be-
ing revised to attract 

theatre rentals.
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CODE
 

PROGRAMME MEASURABLE OBJEC-
TIVES

PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR BASELINE TOTAL

STATUS 
TO DATE 

(ACHIEVED, 
PARTIALLY  
ACHIEVED, 

NOT  
ACHIEVED)

VARIANCE 
REPORT

INTERVENTIONS 
THAT WILL BE PUT 

IN PLACE
(KEY OUTPUT - SMART) (UNIT OF MEASURE) 2012/13 TARGET ACTUAL

SPI24

Generate rental income from the Restau-
rants and other spaces at 320 Pretorius 

Street Pretoria, with an 8% annual escala-
tion increase.

Rand value of Restaurants and oth-
er spaces rental income received. R410 531  R 522 786  R 398 358 Partially 

Achieved

Restaurant up-
grade incomplete, 
space not ready 

to rent

Restaurant upgrade 
to be complete 

August 2014.

SPI3 Rental income from Décor and Wardrobe hire

SPI31 Generate rental income from Decor and 
Wardrobe, increase annually by 8%.

Rand value of Décor and Wardrobe 
rental income received. R1 479 927  R 1 726 770  R 1 736 248 Achieved

Long outstand-
ing Income from 

costume sales and 
late décor rental 
income contribut-
ed to exceeding 

the target.

n/a

SPI4 Income from Box Office

SPI41 Generate income from ticket sales, in-
crease annually by 15%.

Rand value of box office income 
received. R1 818 557  R 3 172 559  R 2 077 989 Partially 

Achieved

Low audience 
attendance num-

bers resulted in 
lower ticket sales.

Income projection 
to be realigned to 

Artistic Plan.

SPI42

Generate income from selling corporate 
packages. Baseline based on the average 

box office sales for the prior 2 years from 
which a target of 25% per annum is derived 

that must increase by 10% year-on-year.

Rand value of income received 
from the sale of Corporate pack-

ages.
n/a  n/a  n/a n/a Duplication. Refer 

to SPI41 n/a

SPI5 Parking Income

SPI51 Generate income from the Parking garage, 
increase annually by 10%.

Rand value of income received 
from the Parking garage. R11 383 431 R 12 645 146  R 8 864 616 Partially 

Achieved

Anchor tenant 
lease ended and 

construction of the 
Women’s Living 

Monument on the 
Lilian Ngoyi Square 

which disrupted 
parking reduced 
parking income.

New tenants being 
secured.
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CODE
 

PROGRAMME MEASURABLE 
OBJECTIVES

PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR BASELINE TOTAL STATUS 

TO DATE 
(ACHIEVED, 
PARTIALLY  
ACHIEVED, 

NOT  
ACHIEVED)

VARIANCE 
REPORT

INTERVENTIONS 
THAT WILL BE PUT 

IN PLACE(KEY OUTPUT - SMART) (UNIT OF MEASURE) 2012/13 TARGET ACTUAL

SPI6 Front of house Income

SPI61 Generate income from Front of House 
sales, increase annually by 15%.

Rand value of income received 
from Front of house sales. R2 181 196  R 2 843 446  R 2 092 450 Partially 

Achieved

Lack of audi-
ence numbers to 
support Front of 

House.

Improved facilities 
and revised pro-

duction line-up will 
attract more audi-

ence.

SPI7 Income recovery by creating efficient administration

SPI71 Decrease overtime spent on stage services 
by 10% per annum.

Rand value of Overtime expendi-
ture on stage services. R614 853  R 353 348  R 700 014 Not Achieved

Requirements from 
operations cre-
ated a high de-

mand for overtime 
to be worked in 

the stage services 
department.

Overtime reduction 
measures being 

implemented 1 April 
2014.

SPI72 Recover income from bad debts, increase 
by R50000 per annum.

Rand value of income recovered 
from bad debts. n/a  n/a  n/a n/a Objective not 

funded

Approach to debt 
collection to be 

revised.

SPI73

Decrease overall operating expenditure on 
variable expenses at 1% per annum until a 
saving of 3% is achieved from the 2012/13 

baseline.

% decrease in total operating ex-
penditure on variable expenses. n/a 1% 1% Achieved

Actual achieved 
performance is in 
accordance with 

predetermined 
target.

n/a

SPI74 Achieve 5% profit in each of the income 
generating departments.

% profit achieved in each of the 
income generating departments. n/a 5% 39% Achieved

Good mark-up 
on Cost Pric-

es allowed for 
increased profits in 
the Front of House 

department.

n/a
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3.3 Objective 3:

Provide development opportunities for emerging arts practitioners in the context of our programmes
Purpose: To create and maintain development programmes; To create and maintain and internships; To establish a performance platform for emerging arts practices; To establish alliances 
with key educational institutions.

CODE

PROGRAMME MEASURABLE 
OBJECTIVES

PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR BASELINE TOTAL STATUS 

TO DATE 
(ACHIEVED, 
PARTIALLY 
ACHIEVED, 

NOT 
ACHIEVED)  

VARIANCE REPORT 
INTERVENTIONS 

THAT WILL BE PUT 
IN PLACE(KEY OUTPUT - SMART) (UNIT OF MEASURE) 2012/13 TARGET ACTUAL

SPD Development Programme

SPD1
Develop a Community Outreach 

Fieldwork programme, increasing by 
2 annually.

Number of Communities participating 
in the programme. n/a 15 51 Achieved

Large number of 
community groups 
participated in the 

programme.

n/a

SPD2 Develop a Schools Outreach pro-
gramme, increasing by 2 annually.

Number of schools participating in the 
programme. n/a 10 11 Achieved

External partner se-
cured large number of 
schools to participate.

n/a

SPD3

Develop a skilled and trained 
workforce in the Artistic and Stage 
services departments by creating 

internships, increasing by 2 annually.

Number of internships created in the 
Artistic and Stage services depart-

ments.
n/a n/a n/a n/a Objective not funded.

Funding to be 
allocated under 
the HR budget.

SPD4

Train Directors who must stage pro-
ductions in the Momentum Theatre 
for Development purposes, increas-

ing by 1 annually.

Number of Directors trained that stage 
productions. n/a 2 2 Achieved

Actual achieved per-
formance is in accord-

ance with predeter-
mined target.

n/a

SPD5

Develop partnerships with Basic Ed-
ucation Providers for the purpose of 
audience development, increasing 

by 10% annually.

Number of partnerships formed with 
Basic Education Providers. n/a 50 15 Not Achieved

Lack of budget and 
resources to develop 

partnership programme.

Funding to be 
allocated and tar-
gets to be revised.

SPD6

Momentum Theatre utilized through-
out the year to present develop-

ment productions, minimum of 5 per 
annum.

Number of developmental productions 
presented in the Momentum theatre. n/a 5 28 Achieved

Introduction of the 
Fringe programme, 
STIPP and related 

productions resulted in 
a higher than targeted 
number of productions.

n/a

SPD7
Improve Technical (Artistic and 

Stage services) Staff skills, minimum 
of 20 to be trained per annum.

Number of Technical (Artistic and 
Stage Services) staff undergoing tech-

nical training.
n/a 20 50 Achieved

Good interest resulted 
in a large number of 

participants participat-
ing in the training

n/a
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3.4 Objective 4:

Ensure long term future for our Building and other Assets 
Purpose: To develop  and upgrade our unique theatre facilities, upgrading and maintaining them to support our artistic ambitions for excellence and our passion for welcoming patrons from 
across South Africa’s diverse population.

CODE

PROGRAMME MEASURABLE 
OBJECTIVES

PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR BASELINE TOTAL STATUS TO DATE 

(ACHIEVED, 
PARTIALLY  

ACHIEVED, NOT 
ACHIEVED) 

VARIANCE REPORT

INTER-
VENTIONS 
THAT WILL 
BE PUT IN 

PLACE
(KEY OUTPUT - SMART) (UNIT OF MEASURE) 2012/13 TARGET ACTUAL

SPB1 Theatre fit for purpose for next decade

SPB11 Drama Theatre stage lower ma-
chinery upgrade (ST/T2/001).

Phase status of the Drama 
Theatre stage lower machinery 

upgrade.

Work completed in 2012. 
Machinery upgraded.

Phase 2 
Complete Complete Achieved

Actual achieved perfor-
mance is in accordance 

with predetermined 
target.

n/a

SPB12 Passenger lifts upgrade. Phase status of the Passenger lifts 
upgrade.

Tender scope prepared, 
Tender advertised and 
adjudicated. Tender 

awarded & SLA signed.

Phase 1 
Complete

Phase 1 
at 65% 

comple-
tion

Partially achieved

Service provider running 
behind schedule due to 

difficulty in removing and 
replacing lifts.

Corrective 
plan with 
updated 

milestones 
prepared 

and imple-
mented.

SPB13 Stage equipment upgrade. Phase status of the Stage equip-
ment upgrade.

Tender adjudicated and 
supplier contracted. 

Lighting equipment pro-
cured. Infrastructure has 

been upgraded.

Phase 2 
Complete Complete Achieved

Actual achieved perfor-
mance is in accordance 

with predetermined 
target.

n/a

SPB14 Opera Theatre ablution facilities 
upgrade (ST/MT/003).

Phase status of the Opera theatre 
ablution facilities upgrade.

Tender scope (design), 
advertised and adjudi-

cated. Tender awarded 
and SLA signed.

Phase 1 
Complete Complete Achieved

Actual achieved perfor-
mance is in accordance 

with predetermined 
target.

n/a

SPB15 IT Infrastructure Development 
upgrade.

Phase status of the IT infrastruc-
ture upgrade.

IT system investigat-
ed. Quotes obtained. 
Required equipment 

purchased.

n/a n/a n/a
Project not funded. 

Deferred to next CAPEX 
submission.

n/a
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CODE

PROGRAMME MEASURABLE 
OBJECTIVES

PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR BASELINE TOTAL STATUS TO DATE 

(ACHIEVED, 
PARTIALLY  

ACHIEVED, NOT 
ACHIEVED) 

VARIANCE REPORT

INTER-
VENTIONS 
THAT WILL 
BE PUT IN 

PLACE
(KEY OUTPUT - SMART) (UNIT OF MEASURE) 2012/13 TARGET ACTUAL

SPB16 Theatre and seat refurbishment in 
the Opera Theatre.

Phase status of the Opera theatre 
and seating refurbishment. n/a

Refur-
bishment 
complete

Complete Achieved

Actual achieved perfor-
mance is in accordance 

with predetermined 
target.

n/a

SPB17 DAC Branding of Building. Project status of the DAC Brand-
ing project. DAC Branding Installed N/a project 

complete

N/a 
project 

complete
n/a N/a project complete n/a

SPB18 Upgrading OHS, fire and painting 
external wall (ST/MT/002).

Project status of the OHS, fire and 
painting external wall project. n/a Project 

complete

Project 
Phase 

Complete
Achieved

Actual achieved perfor-
mance is in accordance 

with predetermined 
target.

n/a

SPB19 Kilnerton building infrastructure 
upgrade (ST/KT/001).

Phase status of the Kilnerton infra-
structure upgrade. n/a Phase 1 

Complete Complete Achieved

Actual achieved perfor-
mance is in accordance 

with predetermined 
target.

n/a

SPB110 General stage equipment up-
grade.

Project status of the General 
stage equipment upgrade. n/a

New, mea-
sure from  

2015

New, 
measure 

from  2015
n/a n/a n/a

SPB2 Maintenance programme in compliance with statutory regulations

SPB21 Maintenance Programme to be 
implemented.

Status of Maintenance Pro-
gramme implementation plan.

Maintenance pro-
gramme effectively 

implemented. Quarterly 
progress reports deliv-
ered to DAC on time.

Annual pro-
gramme 

to be 
successfully 
implement-

ed and 
reviewed 
annually 

Pro-
gramme 

imple-
mented, 
progress 
reported

Achieved

Actual achieved perfor-
mance is in accordance 

with predetermined 
target.

n/a

SPB22

Health and Safety Audit Conduct-
ed annually and infrastructure 
repaired or upgraded to meet 

minimum OHS quality standards to 
ensure compliance with statutory 

regulations

Status of annual audit, including 
assurance on compliance.

Health & Safety Audit 
conducted. 1st Audit 

Report ready September 
2012. Developed action 

plan & commenced 
implementation.

n/a n/a n/a
Project not funded. 

Deferred to next CAPEX 
submission.

n/a
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CODE

PROGRAMME MEASURABLE 
OBJECTIVES

PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR BASELINE TOTAL STATUS TO DATE 

(ACHIEVED, 
PARTIALLY  

ACHIEVED, NOT 
ACHIEVED) 

VARIANCE REPORT

INTER-
VENTIONS 
THAT WILL 
BE PUT IN 

PLACE(KEY OUTPUT - SMART) (UNIT OF MEASURE) 2012/13 TARGET ACTUAL

SPB3 Secure environment provided to customers and staff

SPB31

Create a secure environment for 
both staff and patrons to ensure 
no incident of violence or crime 

occurs on the premises of the 
entity.

Number of incidents of violence 
or crime.

Plan developed, drafted 
and approved.  Imple-
mented 2012 and on-

going. Monthly progress 
reports on implemen-
tation compiled and 

submitted.

0 2 Not Achieved
Recyclable material 
around the building 

targeted.

Security 
officers to 
increase 

patrols in all 
areas of the 

building.

SPB4 Create additional parking bays to contribute to income generation

SPB41
Construct at least 70 addition-
al parking bays in the parking 

garage.
Status of project.

Study completed. Ad-
ditional parking space 

secured.
n/a n/a n/a

Project not funded. 
Deferred to next CAPEX 

submission.
n/a
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3.5 Objective 5:

Implement the Marketing and Sales strategies effectively
Purpose: To maximise brand and productions exposure, through increased visibility, recognition and attract diverse paying patrons.

CODE

PROGRAMME MEASURABLE 
OBJECTIVES

PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR BASELINE TOTAL

STATUS 
TO DATE  

(ACHIEVED, 
PARTIALLY  
ACHIEVED, 

NOT 
ACHIEVED)

VARIANCE REPORT
INTERVEN-
TIONS THAT 
WILL BE PUT 
IN PLACE(KEY OUTPUT - SMART) (UNIT OF MEASURE) 2012/13 TARGET ACTUAL

SPM Marketing

SPM1

Generate positive free publicity, 
minimum R15 000 000 per annum, 
by creating media awareness and 
interest for both internal and exter-
nal productions.

Rand value of positive free publicity 
generated on internal and external 
productions, in both print and electron-
ic media.

R10 780 651  R 15 000 000  R 82 537 465 Achieved

High volume of free 
publicity generated by 

various productions and 
theatre news

n/a

SPM2 Increase active patron database:  

SPM21
Increase and maintain number of 
contacts on the sms database, min-
imum 100 000 active contacts.

Number of contacts on the SMS data-
base. 54 225 100 000 119 665 Achieved

Investment in email da-
tabase resulted in large 
number of sms contacts

n/a

SPM22
Increase and maintain number of 
contacts on the emails database, 
minimum 100 000 active contacts.

Number of contacts on the email 
database. 94 603 100 000 133 236 Achieved

Investment in email 
database resulted in  

large number of email 
contacts

n/a

SPM3 Develop network partners:

SPM31

Host 20 network events per year for 
the corporate and/or public sector, 
in the form of exhibitions, functions 
and related events.

Number of network events hosted for 
the corporate and/or public sector. n/a 20 11 Partially 

Achieved
Lack of funds to support 

objective

Objective to 
be redevel-

oped accord-
ing to revised 

Marketing  
Strategy

SPM32

Host 10 external conferences per 
year for the corporate and/or pub-
lic sector in the form of training ses-
sions, seminars and related events.

Number of external conferences hosted 
for the corporate and/or public sector. n/a 10 9 Partially 

Achieved

New offering introduced 
and well received but  

not yet able to achieve  
target

Objective to 
be redevel-

oped accord-
ing to revised 

Marketing  
Strategy

SPS Sales

SPS1 Generate sales income with the 
following annual targets:  
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CODE

PROGRAMME MEASURABLE 
OBJECTIVES

PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR BASELINE TOTAL STATUS 

TO DATE  
(ACHIEVED, 
PARTIALLY  
ACHIEVED, 

NOT 
ACHIEVED)

VARIANCE REPORT
INTERVEN-
TIONS THAT 
WILL BE PUT 
IN PLACE(KEY OUTPUT - SMART) (UNIT OF MEASURE) 2012/13 TARGET ACTUAL

SPS11
Achieve box offices sales as per 
SPI41:  15% Increase in Box Office 
income annually.

Rand value of Box offices sales as per 
SPI41. n/a n/a n/a n/a Duplication, refer to  

SPI41 n/a

SPS12

Generate income from selling 
corporate packages as per SPI42. 
Baseline to be based on the aver-
age box office sales for the prior 2 
years from which a target of 25% 
per annum is derived that must 
increase by 10% year-on-year.

Rand value of Corporate package 
sales as per SPI42. n/a n/a n/a n/a Duplication, refer to  

SPI41 n/a

SPS2

Increase audience figures for 
internal artistic and outside hirers 
productions, increasing by 10% 
annually.

Audience attendance numbers for 
both internal artistic productions and 
outside hirers productions.

183 261 226 005 132 081 Partially 
Achieved

Lack of audience for 
both internal and exter-

nal productions

Marketing 
strategy to be 

revised

SPC Client Services

SPC1
Conduct 1 independent research 
survey of patron satisfaction per 
quarter, 4 per annum.

Number of independent research sur-
veys conducted. n/a 4 4 Achieved

Actual achieved perfor-
mance is in accordance 

with predetermined 
target.

n/a
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3.6 Objective 6:

Ensure compliance with applicable legislation including PFMA, the Cultural Institutions Act, and Treasury Regulations
Purpose: To implement Financial Policies and Procedures in line with all legislation, including PFMA and Treasury regulations.

CODE

PROGRAMME MEASURABLE 
OBJECTIVES

PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR BASELINE TOTAL STATUS 

TO DATE  
(ACHIEVED, 
PARTIALLY 
ACHIEVED, 

NOT 
ACHIEVED)

VARIANCE REPORT
INTERVEN-
TIONS THAT 

WILL BE PUT IN 
PLACE(KEY OUTPUT - SMART) (UNIT OF MEASURE) 2012/13 TARGET ACTUAL

 Governance and IT

SPR1 Compliance with PFMA and Treasury regulations

SPR1a Achieve an Unqualified Audit 
report, with emphasis of matter.

Number of qualifications raised 
(2012/13 Financial Year).

Qualified Audit 
Report issued

Unqual-
ified 

Audit re-
port, with 
emphasis 
of matter 

Qualified 
Audit Re-
port with 
Emphasis 
of matter

Not Achieved
Qualification areas iden-
tified during annual audit 
gave rise to qualifications.

Detailed action 
plan implement-

ed to address 
findings and in 

particular quali-
fication areas.

SPR1b

Minimize the number of issues 
raised as emphasis of matter, 

other matters, compliance and 
Performance Information.

Number of emphasis of matter raised.
(2012/13 Financial Year).

Repeat findings 
made. Progress 

report com-
piled on all AG 
findings, to be 
completed 31 

March 2013. Em-
phasis of matter 
and other issues 

raised.

2 1 Achieved 1 area of emphasis of 
matter identified. n/a

SPR2 Compliance with PFMA and Treasury Reporting time frames

SPR2a
Ensure Quarterly Performance 

and monthly submissions to DAC 
are made on time.

% reports submitted to DAC on time.

Quarterly Perfor-
mance reports 
and monthly 

Financial reports 
submitted on 

time.

100% 100% Achieved

Actual achieved perfor-
mance is in accordance 

with predetermined 
target.

n/a
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CODE

PROGRAMME MEASURABLE 
OBJECTIVES

PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR BASELINE TOTAL STATUS 

TO DATE  
(ACHIEVED, 
PARTIALLY 
ACHIEVED, 

NOT 
ACHIEVED)

VARIANCE REPORT
INTERVEN-
TIONS THAT 

WILL BE PUT IN 
PLACE(KEY OUTPUT - SMART) (UNIT OF MEASURE) 2012/13 TARGET ACTUAL

SPR3 Improved organisational Performance Management

SPR3a
Ensure that the IT system is in 

place so that statistics are cap-
tured and reported as required.

% of availability of IT system.
Not completed, 

assessment in 
progress.

100% 100% Achieved

Actual achieved perfor-
mance is in accordance 

with predetermined 
target.

n/a

SPR3b

Performance Information col-
lected by all departments and 
progress reported against plans 

submitted on time.

% reports submitted to MANCO on time.

All departments 
submitted 
reports on 

Performance 
Information 
quarterly.

100% 100% Achieved

Actual achieved perfor-
mance is in accordance 

with predetermined 
target.

n/a

SPR4 Ensure APP targets are successful-
ly attained, minimum 70%. % of APP targets successfully attained. n/a 70% 72% Achieved

Good performance in 
Artistic Delivery, Develop-
ment, Infrastructure Man-
agement and Regulatory 
Compliance resulted in 
the over achievement.

n/a

SPR5 Ensure that the Board is appropri-
ately constituted, 100%. % of Board constituted. n/a 100% 100% Achieved

Actual achieved perfor-
mance is in accordance 

with predetermined 
target.

n/a

Human Resources Management and Transformation

SPR6 Job creation

SPR6a

Internal productions number of 
new short term job opportuni-

ties created, increasing by 10% 
annually.

Number of new short term job opportu-
nities created by internal productions. 1 196 708 1 615 Achieved

Introduction of Fringe 
programme increased the 
need for Short term jobs to 

be created.

n/a
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CODE

PROGRAMME MEASURABLE 
OBJECTIVES

PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR BASELINE TOTAL STATUS 

TO DATE  
(ACHIEVED, 
PARTIALLY 
ACHIEVED, 

NOT 
ACHIEVED)

VARIANCE REPORT
INTERVEN-
TIONS THAT 

WILL BE PUT IN 
PLACE(KEY OUTPUT - SMART) (UNIT OF MEASURE) 2012/13 TARGET ACTUAL

SPR7 Compliance with all South African Labour Acts

SPR7a Ensure Compliance with all South 
African Labour Acts.

Number of incidents of non-compliance 
with applicable Labour Acts.

Compliance 
report compiled 
and submitted

0 0 Achieved

Actual achieved perfor-
mance is in accordance 

with predetermined 
target.

n/a

SPR8 Provide training opportunities to 
all staff, minimum of 8 per annum.

Number of training opportunities provid-
ed to all staff. n/a 8 30 Achieved Good interest in training 

programme offered n/a

SPR9
Ensure PA’s are developed and 
submitted, minimum 100% com-

pliance.
% of PA submitted. n/a 100% 100% Achieved

Actual achieved perfor-
mance is in accordance 

with predetermined 
target.

n/a

SPR10 Assess employees against their 
PA, minimum 100% assessed.

% of employees assessed against their 
PA. n/a 100% 100% Achieved

Actual achieved perfor-
mance is in accordance 

with predetermined 
target.

n/a

SPR11

Disciplinary and grievance 
processes to be resolved within 
prescribed time lines, minimum 

100% on time resolution.

% disciplinary and grievance processes 
resolved within prescribed time lines. n/a 100% 100% Achieved

Actual achieved perfor-
mance is in accordance 

with predetermined 
target.

n/a

SPR12 Vacancy rate to be no more than 
5%. % Vacancy rate. n/a 5% 21% Not Achieved 29 vacant positions, many 

of which are unfunded.

Grading system 
being intro-

duced and KPI’s 
to be reviewed 
to consolidate 
vacant posi-
tions.  Critical 

positions to be 
funded.
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CODE

PROGRAMME MEASURABLE 
OBJECTIVES

PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR BASELINE TOTAL

STATUS 
TO DATE  

(ACHIEVED, 
PARTIALLY 
ACHIEVED, 

NOT 
ACHIEVED)

VARIANCE REPORT
INTERVEN-
TIONS THAT 

WILL BE PUT IN 
PLACE(KEY OUTPUT - SMART) (UNIT OF MEASURE) 2012/13 TARGET ACTUAL

SPR13

Ensure employment equity at 
all levels of employment: 50% 

2013/14, 70% 2014/15, 80% 
2015/16 - maintain as minimum %.

Equity %. n/a 50% 83% Achieved

Employment equity targets 
reached sooner than 

anticipated due to staff 
movements.

n/a

SPR14
Create employment opportunities 

for people with disabilities, mini-
mum 5% of total staff compliment.

% of people with disabilities employed. n/a 5% 1% Not achieved n/a n/a

      Financials and SCM

SPR15 Expenditure management

SPR16 Ensure expenditure is in-line with 
the approved budget, 100%. % spend against approved budget. n/a 100% 94% Achieved

Actual expenditure of 94% 
did not exceed 100% of 
the budget for the finan-

cial year.

n/a

SPR17 Ensure that all service providers’ 
invoices are paid within 30 days.

% of service providers paid within 30 
days. n/a 100% 100% Achieved

Actual achieved perfor-
mance is in accordance 

with predetermined 
target.

n/a

SPR18

Contribute to BBBEE compliant 
SMME development by purchas-

ing from BBBEE compliant SMME’s, 
70% minimum spend.

% of procurement spend on SMME’s. n/a n/a n/a n/a Objective not funded

Software to be 
procured on 
availability of 

budget
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3.7 Linking Objectives with Budgets

DEPARTMENT
2013/14 2012/13

BUDGET ACTUAL (OVER)/UNDER 
EXPENDITURE BUDGET ACTUAL (OVER)/UNDER 

EXPENDITURE

Artistic 12 185  11 632 553  11 733 21 967 (10 234)

Front of House 5 420  4 366 1 054 3 536 4 580 (1 044)

Security and Transport 6 453  6 009 443 6 325 5 975 350

Parking 1 274  1 021 53  1 181 1 131 50

Wardrobe and Décor 2 567 2 553 14 2 498 2 392 106

Stage Services 6 996  7 631 (635) 7 081 7 511 (430)

Marketing 3 170  3 838 (668) 3 807 3 602 205

Human Resources 1 851 1 528 323 1 828 1 724 104

Development 1 322  1 178 44  1 005 1 518 (513)

Administration 11 073  24 523 (13 444 ) 14 840 18 554 (3 714)

Facilities 3 354  3 386 (32)  3 210 3 208 2

Maintenance 13 588  13 953 (365) 12 757 13 688 (931)

Kilnerton 1 174  1 357 (183) 1 178 1 370 (192)

TOTAL OPERATIONAL 70 427 82 973 (12 541) 70 979 87 220 (16 241)
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4. REVENUE COLLECTION

SOURCES OF REVENUE

2012/2013 2013/2014

ESTIMATE 
ACTUAL 
AMOUNT 

COLLECTED
(OVER)/UNDER 
COLLECTION ESTIMATE 

ACTUAL 
AMOUNT 

COLLECTED
(OVER)/UNDER 
COLLECTION

R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000
Grant 58 893 52 236 6 657 58 893 52 235 6 658

Fundraising, marketing, other 23 857 21 439 2 418 23 857 21 439 2 418

Other Income 4 177 1 966 2 211 4 177 1 966 2 211

TOTAL 86 927 75 641 11 286 86 927 75 640 11 287

The South African State Theatre implemented plans during the financial year to improve revenue collection by targeting new tenants for rental and parking space. This however did not assist much 
as there has been a decrease in income generation as a result of the construction within our parking which reduced our parking income. In addition production sales was not successful which also 
impacted on the front of house sales. Regular meetings were held with management to monitor revenue collection during the financial year. The under collection of revenue during the financial year 
has not impacted the service delivery of the Theatre.
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5. CAPITAL INVESTMENT
• A capital amount of R10 483 632.00 was made available by DAC for the continuation of four projects, namely “Upgrading of the Drama Theatre upper stage machinery”, “Replacement of 

stage lighting equipment, energy saving project”, “ Foyer and ablution upgrade” and, “Opera foyer Passenger lift upgrade”.
• Three of the foyer and ablution upgrade projects were completed, namely the “Centre stage restaurant’, The Artefact Gallery” and the “Box office”. Another three foyer projects currently in 

process are the “Follow Spot Lounge”, “Staff canteen” and the “Staff canteen lounge”. Some projects from previous financial years are also still in progress.  
• Infrastructure projects that are currently in progress:

• Follow Spot lounge:- May 2014
• Staff canteen: - May 2014.
• Staff canteen lounge: - June 2014.
• Opera auditorium seat replacement: - June 2014.
• Office block passenger lift replacement: - Sep 2014.
• Opera passenger lift replacement: - July 2015.
• Drama upper stage machinery upgrade: - Feb 2015.

• We are planning to assess the long term future of the Kilnerton premises, with a view to either develop or sell the property.
• Due to a lack of sufficient funding, very little preventative maintenance is done.
• As a result of the lack of proper preventative maintenance, breakdowns do occur more regularly and repairs are done on that basis. The equipment in the theatre is very specialised and ex-

pensive to maintain. We have requested DAC to assist us with funding for maintenance on major items. If funding is approved, a preventative maintenance plan can be implemented.

INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS

2013/14 2012/2013

BUDGET ACTUAL 
EXPENDITURE

(OVER)/UNDER 
EXPENDITURE BUDGET ACTUAL 

EXPENDITURE
(OVER)/UNDER 
EXPENDITURE

R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000 R’000
Décor lift 0 34 (34) 0 0 0

Electrical Sub-station 0 10 (10) 0 270 (270)

Water Proofing 0 140 (140) 0 202 (202)

Health & Safety 0 399 (399) 0 71 (71)

Drama Stage Equipment 3 650 2 692 958 0 1859 (1879)

Stage Lighting 1 900 1 263 637 0 1 904 (1 904)

Passenger Lifts 2 934 578 2 356 0 385 (384)

Sump & Sewerage 0 320 (320) 0 312 (312)

Air Conditioner Chillers 0 447 (447) 0 770 (770)

Theatre Foyers Ablution Facilities 2 000 3 388 (1 388) 0 1 007 (1 007)

Standby Generator 0 137 (137) 0 0 0

Opera Seats 0 2 114 (2 114) 7 000 0 7 000

Branding 0 0 0 500 417 117

Fire System 0 0 0 2 250 0 2 250

TOTAL 10 484 11 522 (1 038) 10 250 7 197 3 053
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PART C: 
GOVERNANCE
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1. INTRODUCTION
Corporate governance embodies processes and systems by which public entities are directed, controlled and held to account. In addition to legislative requirements based on a public entity’s ena-
bling legislation, and the Companies Act, corporate governance with regard to public entities is applied through the precepts of the Public Finance Management Act (PFMA) and run in tandem with 
the principles contained in the King Report on Corporate Governance.  Parliament, the Executive and the Accounting Authority of the public entity are responsible for corporate governance.

2. PORTFOLIO COMMITTEES
There was one Portfolio Committee meeting held on the 6th of November 2013, in Cape Town. Mr. Aubrey Sekhabi, Artistic Director, and Mr. Ashton Bodrick, Board member attended the meeting.  
The two key issues highlighted and raised: audit qualifications for the previous financial year – the State Theatre must get a clean audit; the development of young artists and South African theatre as 
a whole.

3. EXECUTIVE AUTHORITY
The following table is a summary of the reports submitted to the Executive Authority:

REPORT SUBMISSION DATE FEEDBACK

First Quarterly Report 30 July 2013 Feedback received and responded to

Annual Report for 2012/13 15 August 2012 Tabled in Parliament

Second Quarterly Report 30 October 2013 Feedback received and responded to

Annual Performance Plan 2014/15 30 January 2014 Tabled in Parliament

Third quarterly Report 30 January 2014 None

Shareholders Compact 19 March 2014 Signed by Minister

Fourth quarterly Report 30 April 2014 None

Disciplinary Cases for 2013/2014 01 April 2014 None
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4. THE ACCOUNTING AUTHORITY / BOARD

INTRODUCTION

The Board controls, manages and directs the public entity.

• A Board may appoint such persons as it considers necessary to perform the functions of the declared institution concerned. 
• The determination of the remuneration and other conditions of service of persons appointed under subsection (3) must be in accordance with a scheme approved by the Minister in consulta-

tion with the Minister of Finance. 
• A Board must not later than one month before the commencement of each financial year, submit a business plan covering the next three years and containing such information as may be 

prescribed by the Minister for his or her approval.
• A Board must submit an annual report to the Minister which must contain such information regarding the activities and financial position of the Board as may be prescribed.
• Within five months after the report has been tabled, a delegation consisting of the chairperson of the relevant Board and at least two other Board members must brief the relevant committees 

of Parliament on the annual report.

THE ROLE OF THE BOARD IS AS FOLLOWS:

1) The functions of a Board are -
(a) to formulate policy; 
(b) to hold, preserve and safeguard all movable and immovable property of whatever kind placed in the care of or loaned or belonging to the declared institution concerned; 
(c) to receive, hold, preserve and safeguard all specimens, collections or other movable property placed under its care and management under section 10 (1);
(d) to raise funds for the institution;
(e) to manage and control the moneys received by the declared institution and to utilise those moneys for defraying expenses in connection with the performance of its functions;
 (f) to keep a proper record of the property of the declared institution, to submit to the Director-General any returns required by him or her in regard thereto and to cause proper 
 books of account to be kept;
(g) to determine, subject to this Act and with the approval of the Minister, the objects of the declared institution; and
(h) to, generally, carry out the objects of the declared institution.

BOARD CHARTER

The SAST’s Board Charter was approved to ensure compliance with the Code Governance Principles for South Africa – 2009 as recommended by King 111.
 
The Board Charter is subject to the following provisions: The Cultural Institutions Act, Act 119 of 1998 as amended, the Public Finance Management Act no. 29 of 1999 as amended (PFMA), Govern-
ance Framework, Shareholder’s Compact – Constitution of the Republic of South Africa 108 of 1996, the Companies Memorandum of Incorporation and any other applicable Law, Regulatory Provi-
sions or Policies or any Directive read together with the Code of Conduct.

The Board Charter provides guidelines to Board Members in respect of inter alia, the Board’s responsibilities, authority, composition, meetings and the need for performance evaluations.

The Board Charter also provides for a clear division of responsibilities to ensure a balance of power and authority, so that no one has unrestricted powers of decision-making.
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COMPOSITION OF THE BOARD

The following are the board members of SAST, appointed by the Minister of the Department of Arts & Culture:

NAME 

DESIGNA-
TION (IN 

TERMS OF 
THE PUB-

LIC ENTITY 
BOARD 

STRUCTURE) 

DATE 
APPOINTED 

DATE 
RESIGNED QUALIFICATIONS AREA OF 

EXPERTISE 
BOARD DIRECTORSHIPS 

(LIST THE ENTITIES) 

OTHER COM-
MITTEES OR 
TASK TEAMS  
(E.G.: AUDIT 
COMMITTEE 

/ MINISTERIAL 
TASK TEAM) 

NO. OF 
BOARD 

MEETINGS 
ATTEND-
ED 2013 / 

2014 

 N Gallant
 Previous 

Chairperson 
of Board

 September 
2011  July 2013

 She holds a B. Com and B. Honours Com and is a 
Chief Executive of Dalitso HR Solutions and also a 
business consultant. She is an expert in Financial 
Management, Auditing and Risk Management, 

Research and Economics, Business Strategy 
Development and Implementation, Operational 
Management, Organisational Development and 
HR Management, Corporate and Board Gover-
nance, Contract Relationship Management and 

Supply Chain Management.

 Human 
Resources   0  1

Adv. J Ralefa-
tane

Board mem-
ber / Care-

taker Chair of 
Board

September 
2011 April 2014 She holds an LLB Degree and she is a business 

woman. Law 

She is a Non-Executive Direc-
tor of Roads Accident Fund, 

Ephraim Mogale Local Munic-
ipality and National Museum. 
She also served as a board 

member of the Gauteng Enter-
prise Propeller (GEP) and ANC 

Progressive Business Forum

Remco Chair 4

J Watson Board mem-
ber

September 
2011

End of term -July 
2014

He is a Chartered Accountant. He works for 
National Treasury. He worked for Sifuna Consult-
ing. He currently works for National Treasury and 
an expert in National Treasury Regulations and 

PFMA.   

Finance Audit Commit-
tee Chair 2

Dr. O Ntsoane

Board mem-
ber / Chair-
person of 

Board

September 
2011

End of term – 
July 2014. 

Dr Ntsoane is the ex-CEO of the Indim Lo Founda-
tion (2009 – 2014). Director of KYS Heritage and 

Fela Development Centre. He holds the Doctor of 
Philosophy in Indigenous Knowledge System, Mas-
ter of Arts in Social Science, BA in Communication 

and an Honours Degree in B Social Science.

Human 
Resources 

He has in the past served in 
the Board of the South African 

Heritage Resource Agency and 
the Geographic Names Place 

Board amongst others

Remco / Artistic 
Committee 6
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NAME 

DESIGNA-
TION (IN 

TERMS OF 
THE PUB-

LIC ENTITY 
BOARD 

STRUCTURE) 

DATE 
APPOINTED 

DATE 
RESIGNED QUALIFICATIONS AREA OF 

EXPERTISE 
BOARD DIRECTORSHIPS 

(LIST THE ENTITIES) 

OTHER COM-
MITTEES OR 
TASK TEAMS  
(E.G.: AUDIT 
COMMITTEE 

/ MINISTERIAL 
TASK TEAM) 

NO. OF 
BOARD 

MEETINGS 
ATTEND-
ED 2013 / 

2014 

H Gouvelis Board Mem-
ber

September 
2011 16 March 2014

He holds a Master’s in Business Administration 
and is a founder and managing director of Oscar 

Plastic Packaging cc

Fundrais-
ing

He is the Chairperson of the 
Govan Mbeki Local Munici-
pality and a Board member 

of the Hellenic Community of 
Pretoria and World Board for 

the Hellenes Abroad. He served 
as a Board member of the 

Greater Germiston City Board, 
Commission for the Protection 
& Promotion of the Rights of 

Cultural, Religious & Linguistic 
Communities, President of Fed-
eration of Hellenic Communities 
& Associations of South Africa.

Fundraising 
Committee 

Chair
3

M Ngonyama Board mem-
ber

September 
2011

End of term – 
July 2014

Mr Ngonyama has produced theatrical works, 
and is currently the CEO of the PE Opera House.

Arts & 
Culture

Served on the National Arts 
Board as the Literature Panel 

member and Chairperson 
between 2007 – 2011 at the 

Eastern Cape Arts and Culture, 
National Film and Video foun-

dation Deputy Chairperson. He 
also has vast experience as a 
Playhouse board member as 
he is currently serving as the 

Board Member of the PE Opera 
House.   

Fundraising / 
Artistic Commit-

tee’s
4

B Neuhoff Board mem-
ber 

September 
2011

End of term – 
July 2014

She holds a Diploma in Secretarial and Public 
Relations, Sales and Marketing Management. 
One of her duties involves assisting the CEO in 
maintaining relationship with external Strategic 

partnerships, consultants, unions and colleagues 
of the Theatre. 

Partner-
ships / 
Human 

resources

Ms Neuhoff was on the previous 
board of the State Theatre.

Remco Chair / 
Audit Commit-

tee
5
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NAME 

DESIGNA-
TION (IN 

TERMS OF 
THE PUB-

LIC ENTITY 
BOARD 

STRUCTURE) 

DATE 
APPOINTED 

DATE 
RESIGNED QUALIFICATIONS AREA OF 

EXPERTISE 
BOARD DIRECTORSHIPS 

(LIST THE ENTITIES) 

OTHER COM-
MITTEES OR 
TASK TEAMS  
(E.G.: AUDIT 
COMMITTEE 

/ MINISTERIAL 
TASK TEAM) 

NO. OF 
BOARD 

MEETINGS 
ATTEND-
ED 2013 / 

2014 

A Bodrick Board mem-
ber

September 
2011

End of term – 
July 2014

He holds a Master’s Degree in Business Adminis-
tration and works as the Executive Manager in 
the Shared Services Stakeholder Marketing and 

Support in the Johannesburg Property Company. 

Business / 
marketing

Board member of the Al-
bert Luthuli Museum. He had 

successful working relationship 
with The Freedom Park, Luthuli 
Museum and Iziko Museum in 

the past.

Artistic / Fund-
raising Commit-

tee’s
4

Adv. K Motsiri Board mem-
ber

September 
2011

End of term – 
July 2014. 

Adv Motsiri is a practising advocate. He is current-
ly a Director of the South African Dance Founda-
tion and holds a B. uiris and LLB from the University 

of Limpopo.  

Law Audit / Artistic 
Committee’s 2

 Dr. K Netshi-
ombo

 Board mem-
ber

 September 
2011

 End of term – 
July 2014

Dr Netshiombo is currently working for the Univer-
sity of Zululand. He holds a BA (SW) at the Universi-
ty of Fort Hare. BA (Hons) Psychology, to mention 

but a few.

 Arts & 
culture

Dr Netshiombo was on the 
previous board of the State 

Theatre.

 Artistic Com-
mittee Chair  5
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COMMITTEES

COMMITTEE NO. OF MEETINGS HELD NO. OF MEMBERS NAME OF MEMBERS 

 Audit Committee

4
27 May 2013
25 July 2012

23 October 2013
26 March 2014

 5

J Watson – Chair
B Neuhoff
A Bodrick

J Ralefatane
K Motsiri

Artistic Committee 4 4

K Netshiombo – Chair
M Ngonyama

A Bodrick
O Ntsoane

Fundraising Committee 2 4

H Gouvelis – Chair
K Motsiri

A Bodrick
M Ngonyama

Remco

4
25 July 2013

12 September 2013
24 October 2013
27 March 2014

4

J Ralefatane – Chair
B Neuhoff – Chair

K Netshiombo
O Ntsoane

REMUNERATION OF BOARD MEMBERS

Refer to note 25 of the Annual Financial Statements for a detailed table of Board members remuneration during the 2013/14 financial year.
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5. RISK MANAGEMENT
The South African State Theatre has an approved Risk Management Policy and compiles an annual Risk Management Plan and Strategy.
Annually, SAST conducts a Risk Assessment workshop facilitated by its Internal Auditors to determine the effectiveness of the Risk Management Strategy and to identify new and emerging risks.  Fur-
thermore, SAST assesses risk on an ongoing basis which is monitored through monthly departmental reports that capture occurrence, changes and mitigation of identified risks as well as the identifica-
tion of new and emerging risks.
A Risk Management Committee has been appointed which performs ongoing risk assessment.
The SAST Audit Committee independently monitors the enterprise risk management system to ensure effectiveness.
Risk Management has greatly improved at SAST and is now an ongoing activity.  Risk areas are prioritised and appropriate mitigation activities implemented to ensure continuous improvement of 
operational performance.

6. INTERNAL AUDIT AND AUDIT COMMITTEES
Refer to the detailed Audit Committee Report.

The table below discloses relevant information on the audit committee members

NAME INTERNAL EXTERNAL 
IF INTERNAL, 

POSITION IN THE 
PUBLIC ENTITY 

DATE APPOINTED DATE 
RESIGNED 

NO. MEETINGS 
ATTENDED OF 

J Watson External - September 2011 - 4 / 4

B Neuhoff External - September 2011 - 4 / 4

A Bodrick External - March 2014 - 2 / 4

K Motsiri External - September 2011 - 0 / 4

J Ralefatane External - September 2011 April 2014 2 / 4

7. COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS AND REGULATIONS
SAST monitors compliance with applicable legislation, especially the PFMA, throughout the entity.  Quarterly compliance reports are 
prepared and MANCO is tasked to address areas of non-compliance.
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8. FRAUD AND CORRUPTION
SAST has an approved and implemented Fraud Prevention Plan.  This plan has formed the basis for the SAST Fraud and Corruption Strategy currently in its final draft which is to be implemented during 
the 2014/15 financial year. It encompasses mechanisms for reporting fraud as well as how to address these.

9. MINIMISING CONFLICT OF INTEREST
• SCM is a centralised unit which consists of two SCM officials overseen by the CFO.
• Each SCM official signs a declaration of interest form to indicate if there is a conflict of interest with suppliers.
• One of the SCM official requests for quotations as requested by the individual departments and the other places the order.
• The CFO reviews all purchase orders ensuring that the suppliers are valid and the supplier with the qualifying quotation has been awarded the order.
• The CFO also ensures that SBD 4 forms are received from the suppliers.
• For tenders, the BEC and BAC are independent members and are also requested to sign independence declarations. Where a conflict of interest is identified, the member will not be involved in 

the awarding of the tender.
• Goods received vouchers are signed by the department requesting the goods/services and payment is made by the creditors’ clerk who is independent from the SCM process. All payments 

are checked and reviewed and released by the CFO and another signatory.

10. CODE OF CONDUCT
All State Theatre personnel must be familiar with the Code of Ethics policy and observe all rules, regulations and instructions as prescribed by the policy.  An employee who contravenes any rule, regu-
lation or instruction, or knowingly permits a contravention to take place shall be subject to such disciplinary measures as circumstances may warrant, in accordance with the Disciplinary Procedure.

11. HEALTH, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
No major health or safety issues were experienced in the past year. With The State Theatre building being thirty three years old this year, certain areas of the air-conditioning ducting, is reaching the 
end of its safe useful life. The lagging that was initially installed inside the ducting, is deteriorating and will have to be removed and replaced in the near future. Some sections in the workshop areas 
have been replaced, and others will be prioritised and replaced when needed, and when funds are available.
The fire detection/evacuation system has been malfunctioning for some time, and needs to be re-commissioned. Funds were made available by DAC and tender processes are underway.
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12. SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
The Fieldwork Programme is one of the programmes in The State Theatre’s Development Department. Through this highly successful programme, The State Theatre continues to uncover new actors 
and directors.  Selected Community Arts Groups go through intensive training in the areas of script writing, directing, acting, stage management and production.  After completing the first year of 
the programme, the groups get the chance to present their honed artistic skills through the staging of South African works at the Mzansi Fela Festival.  In the second year, they are given a chance to 
stage their own written plays.

Since its debut in 2007, the Fieldwork Programme has impacted over 100 Community Arts Groups and afforded eight of them the opportunity to stage professional shows at The State Theatre’s Mo-
mentum Theatre, as well as various stages around Gauteng’s communities, namely Mafikeng, Witbank and the National Arts Festival in Grahamstown. 

This is what the Fieldwork Programme entails:

• Attendance of weekly classes, workshops and master classes in Scriptwriting, Directing, and Stage Management
• A presentation of a seasoned body of South African work during Mzansi Fela Festival in the first year.
• Presentation of the group’s original work in the second year.
• Attendance of productions at The State Theatre.

13. AUDIT COMMITTEE REPORT
The Audit Committee herewith presents its report for the financial year ended 31 March 2014 in terms of Section 51(1)(a) of the Public Finance Management Act, No. 1 of 1999.

Composition of the Audit Committee
The audit committee consists of four permanent members and is a sub-committee of The South African State Theatre Board. Chairperson of Board, executives, representatives of the Auditor-General 
of South Africa and the internal auditors, PriceWaterhouseCoopers attend by standing invitation. 

The committee met four times in the reporting year on the following dates:
• 27 May 2013
• 25 July 2012
• 23 October 2013
• 26 March 2014

NAME OF MEMBER MEETING ATTENDANCE
Mr. JD Watson – Chairperson 4 / 4

Mrs. BM Neuhoff 4 / 4

Adv. K Motsiri 0 / 4

Mr. A Bodrick 2 / 4

Adv. MJ Ralefatane 2 / 4
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Audit Committee Responsibilities
The audit committee has adopted and complied with appropriate formal terms of reference in the audit charter in line with the requirements of Section 51(1)(a) of the Public Finance Management 
Act No. 1 of 1999 and Treasury Regulation 27.1. These terms of reference were reviewed and updated during the year and approved by Board.

The effectiveness of internal control
The audit committee monitors effectiveness of internal controls, in the context of the approved risk assessment of the organisation with the aid of a three year rolling internal audit and the statutory 
regularity audits performed by Auditor-General of South Africa. Internal auditors present audit reports during audit committee meetings based on the approved audit plan. 

The committee reports that there has been some improvement in internal controls, policies and procedures at the entity. Management has assured the committee that plans have been put in place 
to address weaknesses and implement recommendations noted by the internal auditors and Auditor-General of South Africa. The above mentioned plans will be submitted to the audit committee for 
review and progress monitoring.

The quality of in-year management and quarterly reports submitted in terms of the PFMA and the Division of Revenue Act
We are satisfied with the content and quality of quarterly reports prepared and issued by the Board of the South African State Theatre during the year under review.

Evaluation of Annual Financial Statements
The audit committee has:

• Reviewed and discussed the audited annual financial statements to be included in the annual report with the Auditor-General of-South Africa and the Accounting Authority;
• Reviewed the Auditor-General of South Africa’s managements report and management’s response thereto;
• Reviewed changes in accounting policy and practices;
• Reviewed the organisation’s compliance with legal and regulatory provisions; and
• Reviewed significant adjustments resulting from audit.

The audit committee concurs and accepts the Auditor-General of South Africa’s report on the annual financial statements, and is of the opinion that the audited financial statements should be ac-
cepted and read together with the report of the Auditor-General of South Africa.

Internal Audit
The audit committee is satisfied that the internal audit function is operating effectively and that it has addressed the risks pertinent to the organisation.

Auditor-General of South Africa
The audit committee has met with the Auditor-General of South Africa to ensure that there are no unresolved issues.

________________________

John Watson
Chairperson of the Audit Committee
The South African State Theatre
30 July 2014
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PART D: 
HUMAN RESOURCE 

MANAGEMENT
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1. INTRODUCTION
Overview
We aim to plan effectively and ensure that the cost base of the organization is efficient and effective.  In order to achieve this, the following projects were planned:

Job Grading
The purpose of the exercise is to gain a thorough understanding of current HR supply and compare with demand.

Succession planning
To ensure that employees are properly recruited and developed so that they have the skills and experience necessary to step up and fill a key role within the organization when the time is right. 

Internship programmes
To participate in the government strategy and enhancement of the country’s skills by offering students personal practical insights and exposure to actual working life as a foundation to their career.

Staff wellness
A healthy workforce is a more productive workforce.

Performance Bonus
To create the desired workplace culture by, e.g. excellent performance.

Achievements
Policy development by HOD’s and Directors and approval by Board sub-committees and Board.
Employees registered for diploma certificates at accredited institutions of higher learning.

Challenges
The major challenge in achieving planned projects is lack of budget.
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2. HUMAN RESOURCE OVERSIGHT STATISTICS

PERSONNEL COST BY SALARY BAND 

LEVEL  PERSONNEL EXPENDITURE 
(R’000) NO. OF EMPLOYEES AVERAGE PERSONNEL COST PER EMPLOYEE 

(R’000) 

Top Management  329 190.21  4  82 297.55

Senior Management  376 868.88  10  37 686.89

Professional qualified  734 988.92  33  22 272.40

Skilled   341 608.32  24  14 233.68

Semi-skilled  263 565.60  23  11 459.37

Unskilled  131 147.65  14  9 367.69

TOTAL  2 184 411.57  108  

PERFORMANCE REWARDS 

 PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE REWARDS PERSONNEL EXPENDITURE 
(R’000) 

% OF PERFORMANCE REWARDS  TO TOTAL 
PERSONNEL COST (R’000) 

Top Management  N/A  N/A  N/A

Senior Management  N/A  N/A  N/A

Professional qualified  N/A  N/A  N/A

Skilled   N/A  N/A  N/A

Semi-skilled  N/A  N/A  N/A

Unskilled  N/A  N/A  N/A

TOTAL    
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TRAINING COSTS

DIRECTORATE/ BUSINESS UNIT TRAINING
EXPENDITURE (R’000)

NO. OF EMPLOYEES 
TRAINED

AVG. TRAINING COST PER 
EMPLOYEE

HR (HR Strategic Planning)  R 8,999.00 1  R 8,999.00 

HR, IT (Pastel Payroll Various Modules)  R 14,571.90 4  R 3,642.98 

Finance (Accounts Payable Diploma)  R 12,538.86 1  R 12,538.86 

Finance (First Aid)  R 579.69 1  R 579.69 

Procurement (Supply Chain Management)  R 4,925.00 1  R 4,925.00 

Security, Décor, Maintenance, Stages ( Basic Computer Training)  R 23,798.64 19  R 1,252.56 

It, Development, Facility, Parking, Maintenance, Stages, Décor, HR, Artistic ( Project Management)  R 54,469.20 16  R 3,404.33 

Maintenance (Electric Fence)  R 4,500.00 1  R 4,500.00 

Procurement (Supply Chain Management Diploma)  R 7,200.00 1  R 7,200.00 

Marketing (Diploma Project Management)  R 10,000.00 1  R 10,000.00 

Switchboard (Office Administration Diploma)  R 6,300.00 1  R 6,300.00 

Artistic (Project Management Diploma)  R 10,000.00 1  R 10,000.00 

Marketing (Project Management Diploma)  R 10,000.00 1  R 10,000.00 

Procurement (Supply Chain Management)  R 3,870.00 1  R 3,870.00 

Maintenance (Joinery)  R 8,500.00 1  R 8,500.00 

Development (Sound)  R 2,000.00 10  R 200.00 
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EMPLOYMENT & VACANCIES

PROGRAMME 2011/2012  
NO. OF EMPLOYEES 

2012/2013 
APPROVED POSTS 

2012/2013 
NO. OF EMPLOYEES 2012/2013  VACANCIES 

Top Management 0 0 0 0

Senior Management 1 1 1 1

Professional qualified 0 0 3 2

Skilled  7 7 5 5

Semi-skilled 10 10 19 19

Unskilled 0 0 1 1

TOTAL 18 18 31 30

The company is re-aligning to ensure all current vacant positions are in line with strategic objectives and to ensure necessary skills are deployed at the required levels to maximise output and meet the 
overall strategic objectives.

EMPLOYMENT CHANGES

SALARY BAND EMPLOYMENT AT BEGINNING OF 
PERIOD APPOINTMENTS  TERMINATIONS  EMPLOYMENT AT END OF 

THE PERIOD 

Top Management 0  0  1 March 2014 

Senior Management  1  1 3 March 2014 

Professional qualified  0  0  0 March 2014 

Skilled  2  2 0 March 2014 

Semi-skilled  3 3 7 March 2014 

Unskilled 0 0 3 March 2014 

TOTAL  6 6 14  
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REASONS FOR STAFF LEAVING 

REASON NUMBER % OF TOTAL NO. OF STAFF LEAVING
Death 0 0

Resignation 7 50%

Dismissal 0 0

Retirement 7 50%

Ill health 0 0

Expiry of contract 0 0

Other 0 0

TOTAL 14 100%

Due to re-aligning and financial constraints, 90% of the positions are not filled.  

LABOUR RELATIONS: MISCONDUCT AND DISCIPLINARY ACTION

 NATURE OF DISCIPLINARY ACTION NUMBER  
Verbal Warning  0

Written Warning  1

Final Written warning  3

Dismissal  0

Suspension  0

Pending  2
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EQUITY TARGET AND EMPLOYMENT EQUITY STATUS 

LEVELS MALE  

 
 

AFRICAN COLOURED INDIAN WHITE 

CURRENT  TARGET CURRENT  TARGET CURRENT  TARGET CURRENT  TARGET 

Top Management 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Senior Management 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

Professional qualified 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

Skilled  19 0 3 0 0 0 6 0

Semi-skilled 20 0 4 0 0 0 0 0

Unskilled 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL 61 0 8 0 1 0 8 0
 

LEVELS FEMALE 

 
 

AFRICAN COLOURED INDIAN WHITE 

CURRENT  TARGET CURRENT  TARGET CURRENT  TARGET CURRENT  TARGET 

Top Management 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Senior Management 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Professional qualified 5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

Skilled  11 0 2 0 0 0 5 0

Semi-skilled 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Unskilled 3 0 0 0 0 0 0

TOTAL 24 0 3 0 0 0 6 0
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LEVELS DISABLED STAFF 
MALE FEMALE

CURRENT TARGET CURRENT TARGET

Top Management 0 0 0 0

Senior Management 0 0 0 0

Professional qualified 0 0 1 0

Skilled  0 0 0 0

Semi-skilled 0 0 0 0

Unskilled 0 0 0 0

TOTAL 0 0 1 0

Targets were not set for the financial year due to re-alignment of the organogram. 
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PART E: 
FINANCIAL 
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1. REPORT OF THE EXTERNAL AUDITOR
REPORT OF THE AUDITOR-GENERAL TO PARLIAMENT ON THE SOUTH AFRICAN STATE THEATRE

REPORT ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Introduction
 1. I have audited the financial statements of the South African State Theatre set out on pages 61 to 107, which comprise the statement of financial position as at 31 March 2014, the statement of 

financial performance, statement of changes in net assets, cash flow statement and statement of comparison of budget information with actual information for the year then ended, as well as 
the notes, comprising a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory information. 

Accounting Authority’s responsibility for the financial statements
 2. The council, which constitutes the accounting authority, is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these  financial statements in accordance with the South African Standards 

of Generally Recognised Accounting Practice (SA Standards of GRAP)  and the requirements of the Public Finance Management Act of South Africa, 1999 (Act No. 1 of 1999) (PFMA), and for 
such internal control as the accounting authority determines is necessary to enable the preparation of  financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or 
error.

Auditor-general’s responsibility
 3. My responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on my audit. I conducted my audit in accordance with the Public Audit Act of South Africa, 2004 (Act No. 25 of 

2004) (PAA), the general notice issued in terms thereof and International Standards on Auditing. Those standards require that I comply with ethical requirements, and plan and perform the 
audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement.

 4. An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judge-
ment, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal 
control relevant to the entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the  financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the 
purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness 
of accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements. 

 5. I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my audit opinion.

Opinion 
 6. In my opinion, the  financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the South African State Theatre as at 31 March 2014 and its financial performance and 

cash flows for the year then ended, in accordance with the SA Standards of GRAP and the requirements of the PFMA.

Emphasis of matter 
 7. I draw attention to the matter below. My opinion is not modified in respect of this matter.

Restatement of corresponding figures
 8. As disclosed in note 26 to the financial statements, the corresponding figures for the year ended 31 March 2013 have been restated as a result of an error discovered during the year ended 31 

March 2014 in the financial statements of the South African State Theatre at, and for the year ended, 31 March 2013.

REPORT ON OTHER LEGAL AND REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
 9. In accordance with the PAA and the general notice issued in terms thereof, I report the following findings on the reported performance information against predetermined objectives for 

selected objectives presented in the annual performance report, non-compliance with legislation as well as internal control. The objective of my tests was to identify reportable findings as 
described under each subheading but not to gather evidence to express assurance on these matters. Accordingly, I do not express an opinion or conclusion on these matters.
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Predetermined objectives
 10. I performed procedures to obtain evidence about the usefulness and reliability of the reported performance information for the following selected objectives presented in the annual perfor-

mance report of the public entity for the year ended 31 March 2014:
• Artistic
• Development
• Infrastructure development and management
• Corporate Services
 11. I evaluated the reported performance information against the overall criteria of usefulness and reliability.
 12. I evaluated the usefulness of the reported performance information to determine whether it was presented in accordance with the National Treasury’s annual reporting principles and whether 

the reported performance was consistent with the planned objectives. I further performed tests to determine whether indicators and targets were well defined, verifiable, specific, measurable, 
time bound and relevant, as required by the National Treasury’s Framework for managing programme performance information (FMPPI).

 13. I assessed the reliability of the reported performance information to determine whether it was valid, accurate and complete.
 14. I did not raise any material findings on the usefulness and reliability of the reported performance information for the selected objectives.

Additional matters
 15. Although I raised no material findings on the usefulness and reliability of the reported performance information for the selected objectives, I draw attention to the following matters:

Achievement of planned targets
 16. Refer to the annual performance report on pages 17 to 32 for information on the achievement of the planned targets for the year. 

Unaudited supplementary information
 17. The supplementary information set out on pages 8 to 11 does not form part of the annual performance report and is presented as additional information. I have not audited this schedule and, 

accordingly, I do not report thereon.

Compliance with legislation
 18. I performed procedures to obtain evidence that the public entity had complied with applicable legislation regarding financial matters, financial management and other related matters. My 

findings on material non-compliance with specific matters in key legislation, as set out in the general notice issued in terms of the PAA, are as follows:

Annual financial statements, performance and annual reports
 19. The financial statements submitted for auditing were not prepared in accordance with the prescribed financial reporting framework and supported by full and proper records as required by 

section 55(1)(a) and (b) of the PFMA. Material misstatements of non-current assets, revenue and disclosure items identified by the auditors in the submitted financial statements were subse-
quently corrected, resulting in the financial statements receiving an unqualified audit opinion.

Procurement and contract management
 20. Goods and services with a transaction value below R500 000 were procured without obtaining the required price quotations, as required by Treasury Regulation 16A6.1.
 21. Sufficient appropriate audit evidence could not be obtained that awards were only made to suppliers who submitted a declaration of past supply chain practices such as fraud, abuse of SCM 

system and non-performance, which is prescribed in order to comply with Treasury regulation 16A9.2.

1. REPORT OF THE EXTERNAL AUDITOR
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 22. Sufficient appropriate audit evidence could not be obtained that contracts and quotations were awarded to suppliers whose tax matters have been declared by the South African Revenue 
Services to be in order as required by Treasury Regulations 16A9.1(d) and the Preferential Procurement Regulations.

 23. Sufficient appropriate audit evidence could not be obtained that contracts and quotations were awarded to bidders based on points given for criteria that were stipulated in the original invi-
tation for bidding and quotations, as required by SCM regulation Treasury Regulations 16A6.3(a) and Preferential Procurement Regulations.

 24. The preference point system was not applied in all procurement of goods and services above R30 000 as required by section 2(a) of the Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act and 
Treasury Regulations 16A6.3(b).

 25. Quotations were awarded to bidders who did not submit a declaration on whether they are employed by the state or connected to any person employed by the state, which is prescribed in 
order to comply with Treasury regulation 16A8.3.

Expenditure management
 26. The accounting authority did not take effective steps to prevent irregular expenditure, fruitless and wasteful expenditure, as required by section 51(1)(b)(ii) of the Public Finance Management 

Act.

Assets Management
 27. Proper control systems to safeguard and maintain assets were not implemented, as required by sections 50(1)(a) and 51(1)(c) of the Public Finance Management Act.

Internal control
 28. I considered internal control relevant to my audit of the financial statements, performance report and compliance with legislation. The matters reported below are limited to the significant 

internal control deficiencies that resulted in the findings on non-compliance with legislation included in this report.

Leadership
 29. The accounting authority did not exercise oversight responsibility regarding financial and compliance and related internal controls.
 30. The entity did not implement effective steps to manage expenditure or proper controls to safeguard and maintain assets during the financial year. 

Financial and performance management

 31. The entity has not trained SCM officials on the implementation of the SCM policy.
 32. Monitoring and review of compliance with applicable laws and regulations were inadequate.

________________________

Pretoria
31 July 2014

1. REPORT OF THE EXTERNAL AUDITOR
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2. ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

The South African State Theatre
Annual Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2014

GENERAL INFORMATION

Country of incorporation and domicile South Africa

Legal form of entity Schedule 3A Public Entity

Nature of business and principal activities
The South African State Theatre is classified as a Receiving House i.e. presenting Performing Arts Productions from commercial producers. We have an 
artistic component that produces developmental productions. The principal activities of the South African State Theatre include Production of Develop-
mental Performing Arts Productions, theatre rentals, office rental, rental of parking facility and rental of décor, wardrobe and props.

Members

Mrs B Neuhoff

Dr. K Netshiombo

Mr A Bodrick

Adv. K Motsiri

Mr M Ngonyama

Dr. O Ntsoane

Mr J Watson

Registered office

FH Odendaal Building

320 Pretorius Street

Pretoria

0002

Postal address
PO Box 566

Pretoria

0001

Controlling entity Department of Arts and Culture (DAC)

Auditors Auditor-General of South Africa

Jurisdiction Declared Cultural Institution under the DAC
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INDEX

The reports and statements set out below comprise the annual financial statements presented to the parliament:

INDEX PAGE
Statement of Financial Position 61

Statement of Financial Performance 62

Statement of Changes in Net Assets 63

Cash Flow Statement 64

Statement of Comparison of Budget and Actual Amounts 65

Accounting Policies 67

Notes to the Annual Financial Statements 81 - 107

The annual financial statements set out on pages 61 to 107, which have been prepared on the going concern basis, were approved by the accounting authority on 31 July 2014 and were signed on 
its behalf by:

________________________

Acting Chair of the Board

________________________

Artistic Director / Acting Chief Executive Officer
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT 31 MARCH 2014

NOTE(S) 2014 2013 RESTATED
ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS

Inventories 8 371 622 322 909

Receivables from exchange transactions 9 1 180 687 2 128 826

Cash and cash equivalents 10 16 831 758 19 714 161

18 384 067 22 165 896

NON-CURRENT ASSETS

Investment property 4 8 952 470 8 952 470

Property, plant and equipment 5 125 701 546 127 714 434

Intangible assets 6 373 369 60 788

135 027 385 136 727 692

TOTAL ASSETS 153 411 452 158 893 588

LIABILITIES
CURRENT LIABILITIES

Finance lease obligation 11 - 104 188

Payables from exchange transactions 13 3 888 001 2 023 709

Employee cost provision 12 846 610 1 102 266

4 734 611 3 230 163

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

Retirement benefit obligation 7 5 991 000 5 644 000

TOTAL LIABILITIES 10 725 611 8 874 163

NET ASSETS 142 685 841 150 019 425

Accumulated surplus 142 685 841 150 019 425
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

NOTE(S) 2014 2013 RESTATED
REVENUE 
REVENUE FROM EXCHANGE TRANSACTIONS

Sale of goods 2 079 439 2 180 278

Rendering of services 2 081 425 2 039 256

Rental of facilities and equipment 16 251 724 19 286 977

Sundry income 2 073 199 845 196

Interest received - investment 918 827 829 937

TOTAL REVENUE FROM EXCHANGE TRANSACTIONS 23 404 614 25 181 644

REVENUE FROM NON-EXCHANGE TRANSACTIONS
TRANSFER REVENUE

Government grants & subsidies 15 52 235 644 59 681 428

TOTAL REVENUE 14 75 640 258 84 863 072

EXPENDITURE
Personnel 17 (33 618 502) (32 795 324)

Depreciation and amortisation (10 044 906) (7 945 963)

Finance costs 19 (6 583) (24 621)

Debt impairment (1 366 735) 333 683

Collection costs - (5 704)

Repairs and maintenance (3 857 009) (3 883 986)

General Expenses 16 (34 080 107) (42 772 119)

TOTAL EXPENDITURE (82 973 842) (87 094 034)

OPERATING DEFICIT (7 333 584) (2 230 962)

Loss on disposal of assets and liabilities - (127 650)

DEFICIT FOR THE YEAR (7 333 584) (2 358 612)
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN NET ASSETS

ACCUMULATED SURPLUS TOTAL NET ASSETS
Opening balance as previously reported 176 717 623 176 717 623

Adjustments

Change in accounting policy 5 027 292 5 027 292

Prior year adjustments (29 366 878) (29 366 878)

BALANCE AT 01 APRIL 2012 AS RESTATED 152 378 037 152 378 037

Changes in net assets

Surplus/ (Deficit) for the year (2 358 612) (2 358 612)

TOTAL CHANGES (2 358 612) (2 358 612)

BALANCE AT 01 APRIL 2013 150 019 425 150 019 425

Changes in net assets

Surplus/ (Deficit) for the year (7 333 584) (7 333 584)

TOTAL CHANGES (7 333 584) (7 333 584)

BALANCE AT 31 MARCH 2014 142 685 841 142 685 841

Refer to Note 32 for prior period adjustments 
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CASH FLOW STATEMENT

NOTE(S) 2014 2013 RESTATED
CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
RECEIPTS

Sale of goods and services 22 485 787 24 351 707

Grants 52 235 644 59 681 428

Interest income 918 827 829 937

75 640 258 84 863 072

PAYMENTS

Employee costs (33 618 502) (32 795 324)

Suppliers (35 940 996) (49 013 977)

Finance costs (6 583) (24 621)

(69 566 081) (81 833 922)

Net cash flows from operating activities 21 6 074 177 3 029 150

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

PURCHASE OF PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT 5 (8 445 805) (5 033 442)

PURCHASE OF OTHER INTANGIBLE ASSETS 6 (406 591) (18 000)

NET CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES (8 852 396) (5 051 442)

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Finance lease payments (104 184) (131 165)

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents (2 882 403) (2 153 457)

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year 19 714 161 21 867 618

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year 10 16 831 758 19 714 161
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STATEMENT OF COMPARISON OF BUDGET AND  ACTUAL AMOUNTS

DESCRIPTION APPROVED 
BUDGET  ADJUSTMENTS  FINAL BUDGET ACTUAL AMOUNTS ON 

COMPARABLE BASIS
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FINAL 

BUDGET AND ACTUAL EXPLANATIONS FOR VARIANCES

INCOME
STATE CONTRIBUTION

Operational 42 393 000.00 -   42 393 000.00 42 462 012.43 (69 012.43) The difference due to the grant received 
from CATHSETA

Non exchange revenue 16 500 000.00 -   16 500 000.00 9 773 630.08 6 726 369.92 

Non exchange revenue has been 
recognised in terms of GRAP 23, therefore 

the amount received of R9.3 has been 
included as actual. The budget was based 

on grants expected to be received.

Fundraising, marketing, 
other 23 857 000.00 -   23 857 000.00 21 438 679.94 2 418 320.06 

The major reason for the actual being 
less than budget is as a result of parking 

income decreasing as a result of the 
constructions.

Other income 4 177 000.00 -   4 177 000.00 1 965 934.88 2 211 065.12 

The major reason for the actual being less 
than budget is as a result of other income 

budgeted being unrealistic and incorrectly 
budgeted for. 

TOTAL INCOME 86 927 000.00 -   86 927 000.00 75 640 257.33 11 286 742.67  

STATE FUNDED EXPENDITURE

Artistic 12 185 000.00 -   12 185 000.00 11 631 555.87 553 444.13 
The budgeted expense for artistic was 

incorrectly budgeted for in the prior and 
was excessive.

Front of House 5 420 000.00 -   5 420 000.00 4 365 753.02 1 054 246.98 There has been a decrease in salaries and 
ad-hoc salaries. 

Security and Transport 6 453 000.00 -   6 453 000.00 6 009 478.22 443 521.78 
This is as a result of the department 

overspending on security expense and 
salaries.

Parking 1 274 000.00 -   1 274 000.00 1 020 926.27 253 073.73 
There has been a correction in leave 

provision which has resulted in this 
departments expense being less.
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DESCRIPTION APPROVED 
BUDGET  ADJUSTMENTS  FINAL BUDGET ACTUAL AMOUNTS ON 

COMPARABLE BASIS
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FINAL 

BUDGET AND ACTUAL EXPLANATIONS FOR VARIANCES

Wardrobe 2 567 000.00 -   2 567 000.00 2 553 167.05 13 832.95 Variance considered immaterial therefore 
no further reasons required.

Stage Services 6 996 000.00 -   6 996 000.00 7 630 833.68 -634 833.68 There has been an overspending of 
salaries for this department.

Marketing 3 170 000.00 -   3 170 000.00 3 838 084.86 -668 084.86 There has been an overspending on 
advertising.

Human Resources 1 851 000.00 -   1 851 000.00 1 527 773.05 323 226.95 The budgeted salary was more than the 
actual salary.

Development 1 322 000.00 -   1 322 000.00 1 177 747.89 144 252.11 Variance considered immaterial therefore 
no further reasons required.

Administration 11 073 000.00 -   11 073 000.00 24 522 771.01 -13 444 281.14 The provisions and depreciation was not 
accurately budgeted for in the budget.

Facilities 3 354 000.00 -   3 354 000.00 3 386 461.65 -32 461.65 Variance considered immaterial therefore 
no further reasons required.

Maintenance 13 588 000.00 -   13 588 000.00 13 952 599.81 -364 599.81 Upgrading of facilities was not accurately 
budgeted for in the budget.

Kilnerton 1 174 000.00 -   1 174 000.00 1 356 689.62 -182 689.62 Variance considered immaterial therefore 
no further reasons required.

Upgrading of facilities     -   

The  budget was not correctly structured 
and prepared in the prior years. These 

accounts forms part of the administration  
department.

TOTAL OPERATIONAL 70 427 000.00 -   70 427 000.00 82 973 842.00 -12 541 352.13  

Add reconciling item -   -   -   -   -    

SURPLUS 16 500 000.00 -   16 500 000.00 -7 333 584.67 6 712 551.00  

Capital expenditure 16 500 000.00 -   16 500 000.00 8 852 396.00 7 647 604.00 

Capital expenditure incurred during the 
year amounted to R 8 852 396 whereas the 
budget was based on capex grants that 

were expected to be received.

 -   -   -   -16 185 980.67 -16 185 980.67  

STATEMENT OF COMPARISON OF BUDGET AND  ACTUAL AMOUNTS
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1. PRESENTATION OF ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The annual financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the Standards of Generally Recognised Accounting Practice (GRAP) including any interpretations, guidelines and directives 
issued by the Accounting Standards Board.
These annual financial statements have been prepared on an accrual basis of accounting and are in accordance with historical cost convention unless specified otherwise. They are presented in 
South African Rand.
A summary of the significant accounting policies, which have been consistently applied, are disclosed below.
These accounting policies are consistent with the previous period.

1.1 SIGNIFICANT JUDGEMENTS AND SOURCES OF ESTIMATION UNCERTAINTY
In preparing the annual financial statements, management is required to make estimates and assumptions that affect the amounts represented in the annual financial statements and related disclo-
sures. Use of available information and the application of judgement is inherent in the formation of estimates. Actual results in the future could differ from these estimates which may be material to the 
annual financial statements. Significant judgements include:

Trade receivables
The entity assesses its trade receivables for impairment at the end of each reporting period. In determining whether an impairment loss should be recorded in surplus or deficit, the surplus makes 
judgements as to whether there is observable data indicating a measurable decrease in the estimated future cash flows from a financial asset.
The impairment for trade receivables and loans and receivables is calculated on a portfolio basis, based on historical loss ratios, adjusted for national and industry-specific economic conditions and 
other indicators present at the reporting date that correlate with defaults on the portfolio. These annual loss ratios are applied to loan balances in the portfolio and scaled to the estimated loss emer-
gence period.

Fair value estimation
The fair value of financial instruments traded in active markets (such as trading and available-for-sale securities) is based on quoted market prices at the end of the reporting period. The quoted mar-
ket price used for financial assets held by the entity is the current bid price.
The fair value of financial instruments that are not traded in an active market (for example, over-the counter derivatives) is determined by using valuation techniques. The entity uses a variety of meth-
ods and makes assumptions that are based on market conditions existing at the end of each reporting period. Quoted market prices or dealer quotes for similar instruments are used for long-term 
debt. Other techniques, such as estimated discounted cash flows, are used to determine fair value for the remaining financial instruments. The fair value of interest rate swaps is calculated as the 
present value of the estimated future cash flows. The fair value of forward foreign exchange contracts is determined using quoted forward exchange rates at the end of the reporting period.
The carrying value less impairment provision of trade receivables and payables are assumed to approximate their fair values. The fair value of financial liabilities for disclosure purposes is estimated by 
discounting the future contractual cash flows at the current market interest rate that is available to the entity for similar financial instruments.

Impairment testing
The recoverable amounts of cash-generating units and individual assets have been determined based on the higher of value-in-use calculations and fair values less costs to sell. 
The entity reviews and tests the carrying value of assets when events or changes in circumstances suggest that the carrying amount may not be recoverable. If there are indications that impairment 
may have occurred, estimates are prepared of expected future cash flows for each group of assets.

Provisions
Provisions were raised and management determined an estimate based on the information available. Additional disclosure of these estimates of provisions are included in note 12 - Provisions. 

Effective interest rate
The entity used the prime interest rate to discount future cash flows.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
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Allowance for impairment
On receivables an impairment loss is recognised in surplus and deficit when there is objective evidence that it is impaired. The impairment is measured as the difference between the receivables car-
rying amount and the present value of estimated future cash flows discounted at the effective interest rate, computed at initial recognition.

1.2 INVESTMENT PROPERTY
Investment property is property (land or a building - or part of a building - or both) held to earn rentals or for capital appreciation or both, rather than for: 

• use in the production or supply of goods or services or for
• administrative purposes, or 
• sale in the ordinary course of operations.

Owner-occupied property is property held for use in the production or supply of goods or services or for administrative purposes.
Investment property is recognised as an asset when, it is probable that the future economic benefits or service potential that are associated with the investment property will flow to the entity, and the 
cost or fair value of the investment property can be measured reliably.
Investment property is initially recognised at cost. Transaction costs are included in the initial measurement.
Where investment property is acquired through a non-exchange transaction, its cost is its fair value as at the date of acquisition.
Costs include costs incurred initially and costs incurred subsequently to add to, or to replace a part of, or service a property. If a replacement part is recognised in the carrying amount of the invest-
ment property, the carrying amount of the replaced part is derecognised.

Fair value
Subsequent to initial measurement investment property is measured at fair value.
The fair value of investment property reflects market conditions at the reporting date.

A gain or loss arising from a change in fair value is included in net surplus or deficit for the period in which it arises.

1.3 PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Property, plant and equipment are tangible non-current assets (including infrastructure assets) that are held for use in the production or supply of goods or services, rental to others, or for 
administrative purposes, and are expected to be used during more than one period.

The cost of an item of property, plant and equipment is recognised as an asset when:

• it is probable that future economic benefits or service potential associated with the item will flow to the entity; and
• the cost of the item can be measured reliably.

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
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Property, plant and equipment is initially measured at cost.
The cost of an item of property, plant and equipment is the purchase price and other costs attributable to bring the asset to the location and condition necessary for it to be capable of 
operating in the manner intended by management. Trade discounts and rebates are deducted in arriving at the cost.
Where an asset is acquired through a non-exchange transaction, its cost is its fair value as at date of acquisition.
Where an item of property, plant and equipment is acquired in exchange for a non-monetary asset or monetary assets, or a combination of monetary and non-monetary assets, the 
asset acquired is initially measured at fair value (the cost). If the acquired item’s fair value was not determinable, it’s deemed cost is the carrying amount of the asset(s) given up.
When significant components of an item of property, plant and equipment have different useful lives, they are accounted for as separate items (major components) of property, plant 
and equipment. 
Costs include costs incurred initially to acquire or construct an item of property, plant and equipment and costs incurred subsequently to add to, replace part of, or service it. If a 
replacement cost is recognised in the carrying amount of an item of property, plant and equipment, the carrying amount of the replaced part is derecognised.
The initial estimate of the costs of dismantling and removing the item and restoring the site on which it is located is also included in the cost of property, plant and equipment, where the 
entity is obligated to incur such expenditure, and where the obligation arises as a result of acquiring the asset or using it for purposes other than the production of inventories.
Recognition of costs in the carrying amount of an item of property, plant and equipment ceases when the item is in the location and condition necessary for it to be capable of 
operating in the manner intended by management.
Major inspection costs which are a condition of continuing use of an item of property, plant and equipment and which meet the recognition criteria above are included as a 
replacement in the cost of the item of property, plant and equipment. Any remaining inspection costs from the previous inspection are derecognised.
Property, plant and equipment is carried at cost less accumulated depreciation and any impairment losses.
Property, plant and equipment are depreciated on the straight line basis over their expected useful lives to their estimated residual value.
Property, plant and equipment is carried at cost less accumulated depreciation and any impairment losses.
The useful lives of items of property, plant and equipment have been assessed as follows:

ITEM AVERAGE USEFUL LIFE
Buildings 10 - 75 years

Motor vehicles 7 - 15 years

Office furniture and equipment (Including computer equipment) 5 – 7 years

Computer equipment 4 - 5 years

Wardrobe 5 - 20 years

Plant and equipment 4 - 15 years

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
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1.4 INTANGIBLE ASSETS 
An asset is identified as an intangible asset when it:

• is capable of being separated or divided from an entity and sold, transferred, licensed, rented or exchanged, either individually or together with a related contract, assets or liability; or
• arises from contractual rights or other legal rights, regardless whether those rights are transferable or separate from the entity or from other rights and obligations. 

An intangible asset is recognised when:
• it is probable that the expected future economic benefits or service potential that are attributable to the asset will flow to the entity; and
• the cost or fair value of the asset can be measured reliably. 

Intangible assets are initially recognised at cost.
An intangible asset acquired through a non-exchange transaction, the cost shall be its fair value as at the date of acquisition.
Intangible assets are carried at cost less any accumulated amortisation and any impairment losses.
The amortisation period and the amortisation method for intangible assets are reviewed at each reporting date.

ITEM USEFUL LIFE
Computer software, other 2 - 5 years
 

Intangible assets are derecognised:
• on disposal; or
• when no future economic benefits or service potential are expected from its use or disposal.

The gain or loss is the difference between the net disposal proceeds, if any, and the carrying amount. It is recognised in surplus or deficit when the asset is derecognised. 

1.5 FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
A financial instrument is any contract that gives rise to a financial asset of one entity and a financial liability or a residual interest of another entity.
The amortised cost of a financial asset or financial liability is the amount at which the financial asset or financial liability is measured at initial recognition minus principal repayments, plus or minus the 
cumulative amortisation using the effective interest method of any difference between that initial amount and the maturity amount, and minus any reduction (directly or through the use of an allow-
ance account) for impairment or uncollectibility.
Credit risk is the risk that one party to a financial instrument will cause a financial loss for the other party by failing to discharge an obligation.
Currency risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of changes in foreign exchange rates.
Derecognition is the removal of a previously recognised financial asset or financial liability from an entity’s statement of financial position.
The effective interest method is a method of calculating the amortised cost of a financial asset or a financial liability (or group of financial assets or financial liabilities) and of allocating the interest 
income or interest expense over the relevant period. The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly discounts estimated future cash payments or receipts through the expected life of the financial 
instrument or, when appropriate, a shorter period to the net carrying amount of the financial asset or financial liability. When calculating the effective interest rate, an entity shall estimate cash flows 
considering all contractual terms of the financial instrument (for example, prepayment, call and similar options) but shall not consider future credit losses. The calculation includes all fees and points 
paid or received between parties to the contract that are an integral part of the effective interest rate (see the Standard of GRAP on Revenue from Exchange Transactions), transaction costs, and all 
other premiums or discounts. There is a presumption that the cash flows and the expected life of a group of similar financial instruments can be estimated reliably. However, in those rare cases when it 
is not possible to reliably estimate the cash flows or the expected life of a financial instrument (or group of financial instruments), the entity shall use the contractual cash flows over the full contractual 
term of the financial instrument (or group of financial instruments).

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
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Fair value is the amount for which an asset could be exchanged, or a liability settled, between knowledgeable willing parties in an arm’s length transaction.
A financial asset is:

• cash;
• a residual interest of another entity; or
• a contractual right to: 

-   receive cash or another financial asset from another entity; or 
-   exchange financial assets or financial liabilities with another entity under conditions that are potentially favourable to the entity.

A financial liability is any liability that is a contractual obligation to:
• deliver cash or another financial asset to another entity; or
• exchange financial assets or financial liabilities under conditions that are potentially unfavourable to the entity.

Interest rate risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of changes in market interest rates. Liquidity risk is the risk encountered by an entity in the 
event of difficulty in meeting obligations associated with financial liabilities that are settled by delivering cash or another financial asset.
Liquidity risk is the risk encountered by an entity in the event of difficulty in meeting obligations associated with financial liabilities that are settled by delivering cash or another financial asset. 
Market risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of changes in market prices. Market risk comprises three types of risk: currency risk, interest 
rate risk and other price risk.
Other price risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of changes in market prices (other than those arising from interest rate risk or currency 
risk), whether those changes are caused by factors specific to the individual financial instrument or its issuer, or factors affecting all similar financial instruments traded in the market.
A financial asset is past due when a counterparty has failed to make a payment when contractually due.
A residual interest is any contract that manifests an interest in the assets of an entity after deducting all of its liabilities. A residual interest includes contributions from owners, which may be shown as:

• equity instruments or similar forms of unitised capital;
• a formal designation of a transfer of resources (or a class of such transfers) by the parties to the transaction as forming part of an entity’s net assets, either before the 
 contribution occurs or at the time of the contribution; or
• a formal agreement, in relation to the contribution, establishing or increasing an existing financial interest in the net assets of an entity.

Transaction costs are incremental costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition, issue or disposal of a financial asset or financial liability. An incremental cost is one that would not have been 
incurred if the entity had not acquired, issued or disposed of the financial instrument.
Financial instruments at amortised cost are non-derivative financial assets or non-derivative financial liabilities that have fixed or determinable payments, excluding those instruments that:

• the entity designates at fair value at initial recognition; or
• are held for trading.

Financial instruments at cost are investments in residual interests that do not have a quoted market price in an active market, and whose fair value cannot be reliably measured.
Financial instruments at fair value comprise financial assets or financial liabilities that are:

• derivatives;
• combined instruments that are designated at fair value;
• instruments held for trading. A financial instrument is held for trading if: 
-   it is acquired or incurred principally for the purpose of selling or repurchasing it in the near-term; or 
-   on initial recognition it is part of a portfolio of identified financial instruments that are managed together and for which there is evidence of a recent actual pattern of short term profit-taking; 
-   non-derivative financial assets or financial liabilities with fixed or determinable payments that are designated at fair value at initial recognition; and 
-   financial instruments that do not meet the definition of financial instruments at amortised cost or financial instruments at cost.
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Classification
The entity has the following types of financial assets (classes and category) as reflected on the face of the statement of financial position or in the notes thereto:

Class Category 

Trade and other receivables Financial asset measured at amortised cost 

The entity has the following types of financial liabilities (classes and category) as reflected on the face of the statement of financial position or in the notes thereto:

Class Category 

Trade and other payables Financial liability measured at amortised cost 

Initial recognition
The entity recognises a financial asset or a financial liability in its statement of financial position when the entity becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the instrument.

Initial measurement of financial assets and financial liabilities
The entity measures a financial asset and financial liability initially at its fair value plus transaction costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition or issue of the financial asset or financial liability.

Subsequent measurement of financial assets and financial liabilities
The entity measures all financial assets and financial liabilities after initial recognition using the following categories:

• Financial instruments at amortised cost.
All financial assets measured at amortised cost are subject to an impairment review.

Impairment and uncollectibility of financial assets
The entity assess at the end of each reporting period whether there is any objective evidence that a financial asset or group of financial assets is impaired.
Financial assets measured at amortised cost:
If there is objective evidence that an impairment loss on financial assets measured at amortised cost has been incurred, the amount of the loss is measured as the difference between the asset’s car-
rying amount and the present value of estimated future cash flows (excluding future credit losses that have not been incurred) discounted at the financial asset’s original effective interest rate. 
The carrying amount of the asset is reduced through the use of an allowance account. The amount of the loss is recognised in surplus or deficit.
If, in a subsequent period, the amount of the impairment loss decreases and the decrease can be related objectively to an event occurring after the impairment was recognised, the previously 
recognised impairment loss is reversed by adjusting an allowance account. The reversal does not result in a carrying amount of the financial asset that exceeds what the amortised cost would have 
been had the impairment not been recognised at the date the impairment is reversed. The amount of the reversal is recognised in surplus or deficit.
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1.6 LEASES
A lease is classified as a finance lease if it transfers substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership. A lease is classified as an operating lease if it does not transfer substantially all the risks 
and rewards incidental to ownership.
When a lease includes both land and buildings elements, the entity assesses the classification of each element separately. 

Finance leases - lessee
Finance leases are recognised as assets and liabilities in the statement of financial position at amounts equal to the fair value of the leased property or, if lower, the present value of the minimum 
lease payments. The corresponding liability to the lessor is included in the statement of financial position as a finance lease obligation.
The discount rate used in calculating the present value of the minimum lease payments is the entity’s incremental borrowing rate.
Minimum lease payments are apportioned between the finance charge and reduction of the outstanding liability. The finance charge is allocated to each period during the lease term so as to pro-
duce a constant periodic rate of on the remaining balance of the liability.
Any contingent rents are expensed in the period in which they are incurred.

Operating leases - lessor
Operating lease revenue is recognised as revenue on a straight-line basis over the lease term.
Initial direct costs incurred in negotiating and arranging operating leases are added to the carrying amount of the leased asset and recognised as an expense over the lease term on the same basis 
as the lease revenue.
The aggregate cost of incentives is recognised as a reduction of rental revenue over the lease term on a straight-line basis.
The aggregate benefit of incentives is recognised as a reduction of rental expense over the lease term on a straight-line basis.
Income for leases is disclosed under revenue in statement of financial performance.

Operating leases - lessee

Operating lease payments are recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over the lease term. The difference between the amounts recognised as an expense and the contractual payments 
are recognised as an operating lease asset or liability.

1.7 INVENTORIES
Inventories are initially measured at cost except where inventories are acquired through a non-exchange transaction, then their costs are their fair value as at the date of acquisition.
Subsequently inventories are measured at the lower of cost and net realisable value.
Net realisable value is the estimated selling price in the ordinary course of operations less the estimated costs of completion and the estimated costs necessary to make the sale, exchange or distribu-
tion.
The cost of inventories comprises of all costs of purchase, costs of conversion and other costs incurred in bringing the inventories to their present location and condition.
The cost of inventories is assigned using the first-in, first-out (FIFO) formula. The same cost formula is used for all inventories having a similar nature and use to the entity.
When inventories are sold, the carrying amounts of those inventories are recognised as an expense in the period in which the related revenue is recognised. If there is no related revenue, the expens-
es are recognised when the goods are distributed, or related services are rendered. The amount of any write-down of inventories to net realisable value or current replacement cost and all losses of 
inventories are recognised as an expense in the period the write-down or loss occurs. The amount of any reversal of any write-down of inventories, arising from an increase in net realisable value or 
current replacement cost, are recognised as a reduction in the amount of inventories recognised as an expense in the period in which the reversal occurs.
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1.8 IMPAIRMENT OF NON-CASH-GENERATING ASSETS
Cash-generating assets are those assets held by the entity with the primary objective of generating a commercial return. When an asset is deployed in a manner consistent with that adopted by a 
profit-orientated entity, it generates a commercial return.
Non-cash-generating assets are assets other than cash-generating assets.
Impairment is a loss in the future economic benefits or service potential of an asset, over and above the systematic recognition of the loss of the asset’s future economic benefits or service potential 
through depreciation (amortisation).
Carrying amount is the amount at which an asset is recognised in the statement of financial position after deducting any accumulated depreciation and accumulated impairment losses thereon.
A cash-generating unit is the smallest identifiable group of assets held with the primary objective of generating a commercial return that generates cash inflows from continuing use that are largely 
independent of the cash inflows from other assets or groups of assets.
Costs of disposal are incremental costs directly attributable to the disposal of an asset, excluding finance costs and income tax expense.
Depreciation (Amortisation) is the systematic allocation of the depreciable amount of an asset over its useful life.
Fair value less costs to sell is the amount obtainable from the sale of an asset in an arm’s length transaction between knowledgeable, willing parties, less the costs of disposal.
Recoverable service amount is the higher of a non-cash-generating asset’s fair value less costs to sell and its value in use.
Useful life is either:

(a) the period of time over which an asset is expected to be used by the entity; or
(b) the number of production or similar units expected to be obtained from the asset by the entity.

Reversal of an impairment loss
The entity assess at each reporting date whether there is any indication that an impairment loss recognised in prior periods for a non-cash-generating asset may no longer exist or may have de-
creased. If any such indication exists, the entity estimates the recoverable service amount of that asset.
An impairment loss recognised in prior periods for a non-cash-generating asset is reversed if there has been a change in the estimates used to determine the asset’s recoverable service amount 
since the last impairment loss was recognised. The carrying amount of the asset is increased to its recoverable service amount. The increase is a reversal of an impairment loss. The increased carrying 
amount of an asset attributable to a reversal of an impairment loss does not exceed the carrying amount that would have been determined (net of depreciation or amortisation) had no impairment 
loss been recognised for the asset in prior periods.
A reversal of an impairment loss for a non-cash-generating asset is recognised immediately in surplus or deficit.
Any reversal of an impairment loss of a revalued non-cash-generating asset is treated as a revaluation increase.
After a reversal of an impairment loss is recognised, the depreciation (amortisation) charge for the non-cash-generating asset is adjusted in future periods to allocate the non-cash-generating asset’s 
revised carrying amount, less its residual value (if any), on a systematic basis over its remaining useful life.
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1.9 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Employee benefits are all forms of consideration given by an entity in exchange for service rendered by employees.
Termination benefits are employee benefits payable as a result of either:

• an entity’s decision to terminate an employee’s employment before the normal retirement date; or
• an employee’s decision to accept voluntary redundancy in exchange for those benefits.

Other long-term employee benefits are employee benefits (other than post-employment benefits and termination benefits) that are not due to be settled within twelve months after the end of the 
period in which the employees render the related service.
A constructive obligation is an obligation that derives from an entity’s actions where by an established pattern of past practice, published policies or a sufficiently specific current statement, the entity 
has indicated to other parties that it will accept certain responsibilities and as a result, the entity has created a valid expectation on the part of those other parties that it will discharge those responsi-
bilities. 

Short‑term employee benefits
Short-term employee benefits are employee benefits (other than termination benefits) that are due to be settled within twelve months after the end of the period in which the employees render the 
related service.
Short-term employee benefits include items such as:

• wages, salaries and social security contributions;
• short-term compensated absences (such as paid annual leave) where the compensation for the absences is due to be settled within twelve months 
 after the end of the reporting period in which the employees render the related employee service;
• bonus, incentive and performance related payments payable within twelve months after the end of the reporting period in which the employees render the related service; and 

When an employee has rendered service to the entity during a reporting period, the entity recognise the undiscounted amount of short-term employee benefits expected 
to be paid in exchange for that service:

• as a liability (accrued expense), after deducting any amount already paid. If the amount already paid exceeds the undiscounted amount of the benefits, the entity 
 recognise that excess as an asset (prepaid expense) to the extent that the prepayment will lead to, for example, a reduction in future payments or a cash refund; and
• as an expense, unless another Standard requires or permits the inclusion of the benefits in the cost of an asset.

The expected cost of compensated absences is recognised as an expense as the employees render services that increase their entitlement or, in the case of non-accumulating absences, when the 
absence occurs.  The entity measure the expected cost of accumulating compensated absences as the additional amount that the entity expects to pay as a result of the unused entitlement that 
has accumulated at the reporting date.

The entity recognise the expected cost of bonus, incentive and performance related payments when the entity has a present legal or constructive obligation to make such payments as a result of 
past events and a reliable estimate of the obligation can be made. A present obligation exists when the entity has no realistic alternative but to make the payments.

Post‑employment benefits
Post-employment benefits are employee benefits (other than termination benefits) which are payable after the completion of employment.
Post-employment benefit plans are formal or informal arrangements under which an entity provides post-employment benefits for one or more employees. 
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Post‑employment benefits: Defined benefit plans
Defined benefit plans are post-employment benefit plans other than defined contribution plans.
Actuarial gains and losses comprise experience adjustments (the effects of differences between the previous actuarial assumptions and what has actually occurred) and the effects of changes in 
actuarial assumptions. In measuring its defined benefit liability the entity recognise actuarial gains and losses in surplus or deficit in the reporting period in which they occur.
Assets held by a long-term employee benefit fund are assets (other than non-transferable financial instruments issued by the reporting entity) that are held by an entity (a fund) that is legally separate 
from the reporting entity and exists solely to pay or fund employee benefits and are available to be used only to pay or fund employee benefits, are not available to the reporting entity’s own credi-
tors (even in liquidation), and cannot be returned to the reporting entity, unless either:

• the remaining assets of the fund are sufficient to meet all the related employee benefit obligations of the plan or the reporting entity; or 
• the assets are returned to the reporting entity to reimburse it for employee benefits already paid.

Current service cost is the increase in the present value of the defined benefit obligation resulting from employee service in the current period.
Interest cost is the increase during a period in the present value of a defined benefit obligation which arises because the benefits are one period closer to settlement.
Past service cost is the change in the present value of the defined benefit obligation for employee service in prior periods, resulting in the current period from the introduction of, or changes to, 
post-employment benefits or other long-term employee benefits. Past service cost may be either positive (when benefits are introduced or changed so that the present value of the defined benefit 
obligation increases) or negative (when existing benefits are changed so that the present value of the defined benefit obligation decreases). In measuring its defined benefit liability the entity recog-
nise past service cost as an expense in the reporting period in which the plan is amended.
The present value of a defined benefit obligation is the present value, without deducting any plan assets, of expected future payments required to settle the obligation resulting from employee 
service in the current and prior periods.
The entity account not only for its legal obligation under the formal terms of a defined benefit plan, but also for any constructive obligation that arises from the entity’s informal practices. Informal 
practices give rise to a constructive obligation where the entity has no realistic alternative but to pay employee benefits. An example of a constructive obligation is where a change in the entity’s 
informal practices would cause unacceptable damage to its relationship with employees.
The amount recognised as a defined benefit liability is the net total of the following amounts: 

• the present value of the defined benefit obligation at the reporting date;
The amount determined as a defined benefit liability may be negative (an asset). The entity measure the resulting asset at the lower of:

• the amount determined above; and
• the present value of any economic benefits available in the form of refunds from the plan or reductions in future contributions to the plan. The present value of these economic benefits is 
determined using a discount rate which reflects the time value of money.

Any adjustments arising from the limit above is recognised in surplus or deficit.
The entity determine the present value of defined benefit obligations with sufficient regularity such that the amounts recognised in the annual financial statements do not differ materially from the 
amounts that would be determined at the reporting date.
The entity recognises the net total of the following amounts in surplus or deficit, except to the extent that another Standard requires or permits their inclusion in the cost of an asset:

• current service cost;
• interest cost;
• actuarial gains and losses; and
• past service cost.

Actuarial valuations are conducted on an annual basis by independent actuaries separately for each plan. The results of the valuation are updated for any material transactions and other material 
changes in circumstances (including changes in market prices and interest rates) up to the reporting date.
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1.10 PROVISIONS
Provisions are recognised when:

• the entity has a present obligation as a result of a past event;
• it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits or service potential will be required to settle the obligation; and
• a reliable estimate can be made of the obligation.

The amount of a provision is the best estimate of the expenditure expected to be required to settle the present obligation at the reporting date.
Where the effect of time value of money is material, the amount of a provision is the present value of the expenditures expected to be required to settle the obligation.
Provisions are reviewed at each reporting date and adjusted to reflect the current best estimate. Provisions are reversed if it is no longer probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic 
benefits or service potential will be required, to settle the obligation.
Where discounting is used, the carrying amount of a provision increases in each period to reflect the passage of time. This increase is recognised as an interest expense.
A provision is used only for expenditures for which the provision was originally recognised.
Provisions are not recognised for future operating deficits.
If an entity has a contract that is onerous, the present obligation (net of recoveries) under the contract is recognised and measured as a provision.
A constructive obligation to restructure arises only when an entity:

• has a detailed formal plan for the restructuring, identifying at least: 
-   the activity/operating unit or part of a activity/operating unit concerned; 
-   the principal locations affected; 
-   the location, function, and approximate number of employees who will be compensated for services being terminated; 
-   the expenditures that will be undertaken; and 
-   when the plan will be implemented; and
• has raised a valid expectation in those affected that it will carry out the restructuring by starting to implement that plan or announcing its main features to those affected by it.

Contingent assets and contingent liabilities are not recognised. Contingencies are disclosed in note 23.

1.11 REVENUE FROM EXCHANGE TRANSACTIONS
Revenue is the gross inflow of economic benefits or service potential during the reporting period when those inflows result in an increase in net assets, other than increases relating to contributions from 
owners.
An exchange transaction is one in which the entity receives assets or services, or has liabilities extinguished, and directly gives approximately equal value (primarily in the form of goods, services or use 
of assets) to the other party in exchange.
Fair value is the amount for which an asset could be exchanged, or a liability settled, between knowledgeable, willing parties in an arm’s length transaction.

Measurement
Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration received or receivable, net of trade discounts and volume rebates.
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Sale of goods
Revenue from the sale of goods is recognised when all the following conditions have been satisfied:

• the entity has transferred to the purchaser the significant risks and rewards of ownership of the goods;
• the entity retains neither continuing managerial involvement to the degree usually associated with ownership nor effective control over the goods sold;
• the amount of revenue can be measured reliably;
• it is probable that the economic benefits or service potential associated with the transaction will flow to the entity; and
• the costs incurred or to be incurred in respect of the transaction can be measured reliably.

Rendering of services
When the outcome of a transaction involving the rendering of services can be estimated reliably, revenue associated with the transaction is recognised by reference to the stage of completion of 
the transaction at the reporting date. The outcome of a transaction can be estimated reliably when all the following conditions are satisfied:

• the amount of revenue can be measured reliably;
• it is probable that the economic benefits or service potential associated with the transaction will flow to the entity;
• the stage of completion of the transaction at the reporting date can be measured reliably; and
• the costs incurred for the transaction and the costs to complete the transaction can be measured reliably.

When services are performed by an indeterminate number of acts over a specified time frame, revenue is recognised on a straight line basis over the specified time frame unless there is evidence 
that some other method better represents the stage of completion. When a specific act is much more significant than any other acts, the recognition of revenue is postponed until the significant act 
is executed.
When the outcome of the transaction involving the rendering of services cannot be estimated reliably, revenue is recognised only to the extent of the expenses recognised that are recoverable.

Interest, royalties and dividends

Interest is recognised, in surplus or deficit, using the effective interest rate method.

1.12 REVENUE FROM NON-EXCHANGE TRANSACTIONS
Revenue comprises gross inflows of economic benefits or service potential received and receivable by an entity, which represents an increase in net assets, other than increases relating to contribu-
tions from owners.
Conditions on transferred assets are stipulations that specify that the future economic benefits or service potential embodied in the asset is required to be consumed by the recipient as specified or 
future economic benefits or service potential must be returned to the transferor.
Control of an asset arise when the entity can use or otherwise benefit from the asset in pursuit of its objectives and can exclude or otherwise regulate the access of others to that benefit.
Exchange transactions are transactions in which one entity receives assets or services, or has liabilities extinguished, and directly gives approximately equal value (primarily in the form of cash, goods, 
services, or use of assets) to another entity in exchange.

Recognition
An inflow of resources from a non-exchange transaction recognised as an asset is recognised as revenue, except to the extent that a liability is also recognised in respect of the same inflow.
As the entity satisfies a present obligation recognised as a liability in respect of an inflow of resources from a non-exchange transaction recognised as an asset, it reduces the carrying amount of the 
liability recognised and recognises an amount of revenue equal to that reduction. 
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Measurement
Revenue from a non-exchange transaction is measured at the amount of the increase in net assets recognised by the entity.
When, as a result of a non-exchange transaction, the entity recognises an asset, it also recognises revenue equivalent to the amount of the asset measured at its fair value as at the date of acquisi-
tion, unless it is also required to recognise a liability. Where a liability is required to be recognised it will be measured as the best estimate of the amount required to settle the obligation at the reporting 
date, and the amount of the increase in net assets, if any, recognised as revenue. When a liability is subsequently reduced, because the taxable event occurs or a condition is satisfied, the amount of 
the reduction in the liability is recognised as revenue.

1.13 BORROWING COSTS
It is inappropriate to capitalise borrowing costs when, and only when, there is clear evidence that it is difficult to link the borrowing requirements of an entity directly to the nature of the expenditure to 
be funded i.e. capital or current.

Borrowing costs are recognised as an expense in the period in which they are incurred.

1.14 COMPARATIVE FIGURES

Where necessary, comparative figures have been reclassified to conform to changes in presentation in the current year.

1.15 FRUITLESS AND WASTEFUL EXPENDITURE
Fruitless expenditure means expenditure which was made in vain and would have been avoided had reasonable care been exercised.
All expenditure relating to fruitless and wasteful expenditure is recognised as an expense in the statement of financial performance in the year that the expenditure was incurred. The expenditure is 
classified in accordance with the nature of the expense, and where recovered, it is subsequently accounted for as revenue in the statement of financial performance.

1.16 IRREGULAR EXPENDITURE
Irregular expenditure as defined in section 1 of the PFMA is expenditure other than unauthorised expenditure, incurred in contravention of or that is not in accordance with a requirement of any appli-
cable legislation, including - 

(a) this Act; or
(b) the State Tender Board Act, 1968 (Act No. 86 of 1968), or any regulations made in terms of the Act; or
(c) any provincial legislation providing for procurement procedures in that provincial government.

National Treasury practice note no. 4 of 2008/2009 which was issued in terms of sections 76(1) to 76(4) of the PFMA requires the following (effective from 1 April 2008):
Irregular expenditure that was incurred and identified during the current financial and which was condoned before year end and/or before finalisation of the financial statements must also be re-
corded appropriately in the irregular expenditure register. In such an instance, no further action is also required with the exception of updating the note to the financial statements.
Irregular expenditure that was incurred and identified during the current financial year and for which condonement is being awaited at year end must be recorded in the irregular expenditure regis-
ter. No further action is required with the exception of updating the note to the financial statements.
Where irregular expenditure was incurred in the previous financial year and is only condoned in the following financial year, the register and the disclosure note to the financial statements must be 
updated with the amount condoned.
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Irregular expenditure that was incurred and identified during the current financial year and which was not condoned by the National Treasury or the relevant authority must be recorded appropri-
ately in the irregular expenditure register. If liability for the irregular expenditure can be attributed to a person, a debt account must be created if such a person is liable in law. Immediate steps must 
thereafter be taken to recover the amount from the person concerned. If recovery is not possible, the accounting officer or accounting authority may write off the amount as debt impairment and 
disclose such in the relevant note to the financial statements. The irregular expenditure register must also be updated accordingly. If the irregular expenditure has not been condoned and no person 
is liable in law, the expenditure related thereto must remain against the relevant programme/expenditure item, be disclosed as such in the note to the financial statements and updated accordingly 
in the irregular expenditure register.

1.17 RELATED PARTIES
The entity operates in an economic sector currently dominated by entities directly or indirectly owned by the South African Government. As a consequence of the constitutional independence of the 
three spheres of government in South Africa, only entities within the national sphere of government are considered to be related parties.
Management are those persons responsible for planning, directing and controlling the activities of the entity, including those charged with the governance of the entity in accordance with legisla-
tion, in instances where they are required to perform such functions.
Close members of the family of a person are considered to be those family members who may be expected to influence, or be influenced by, that management in their dealings with the entity.

Only transactions with related parties not at arm’s length or not in the ordinary course of business are disclosed.

1.18 TAXATION

No provision for taxation or VAT has been made since the entity is directly funded by the government and exemption from taxation has been granted by the South African Revenue Services (SARS).

1.19 GOING CONCERN
The annual financial statements are prepared on a going concern basis. Nothing has come to the attention of the members of council to indicate that the institute will not remain a going concern for 
the foreseeable future.
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2014 2013 RESTATED
2. Changes in accounting policy

The annual financial statements have been prepared in accordance with Standards of Generally Recognised Accounting Practice on a basis consistent with the prior year except for the adoption 
of the following new or revised standards.

INVESTMENT PROPERTY

During the year, the entity changed its accounting policy with respect to the treatment of Investment property policy from cost to fair value.
The aggregate effect of the changes in accounting policy on the annual financial statements for the year ended 31 March 2013 is as follows:

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

INVESTMENT PROPERTY 

Increase in the investment property carrying balance - 5 326 221

Accumulated surplus - (5 326 221)

 - -

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

DEPRECIATION 

Decrease in Depreciation - (298 929)

Accumulated surplus - 298 929

 - -

3. NEW STANDARDS AND INTERPRETATIONS
3.1 STANDARDS AND INTERPRETATIONS EFFECTIVE AND ADOPTED IN THE CURRENT YEAR
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In the current year, the entity has adopted the following standards and interpretations that are effective for the current financial year and that are relevant to its operations:

• GRAP 25: Employee benefits 01 April 2013 

• GRAP 20: Related parties 01 April 2013 

• GRAP 1 (as revised 2012): Presentation of Financial Statements 01 April 2013 

• GRAP 3 (as revised 2012): Accounting Policies, Change in Accounting Estimates and Errors 01 April 2013 

• GRAP 9 (as revised 2012): Revenue from Exchange Transactions 01 April 2013 

• GRAP 12 (as revised 2012): Inventories 01 April 2013 

• GRAP 13 (as revised 2012): Leases 01 April 2013 

• GRAP 16 (as revised 2012): Investment Property 01 April 2013 

• GRAP 17 (as revised 2012): Property, Plant and Equipment 01 April 2013 

• GRAP 31 (as revised 2012): Intangible Assets (Replaces GRAP 102) 01 April 2013 

• IGRAP16: Intangible assets website costs 01 April 2013 

• IGRAP1 (as revised 2012):Applying the probability test on initial recognition of revenue 01 April 2013 
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4. INVESTMENT PROPERTY

2014 2013

COST / VALUATION
ACCUMULATED 

DEPRECIATION AND 
ACCUMULATED 

IMPAIRMENT

CARRYING 
VALUE

COST / 
VALUATION

ACCUMULATED 
DEPRECIATION AND 

ACCUMULATED 
IMPAIRMENT

CARRYING 
VALUE

Investment property 8 952 470 - 8 952 470 8 952 470 - 8 952 470

RECONCILIATION OF INVESTMENT PROPERTY - 2014

OPENING BALANCE TOTAL

Investment property 8 952 470 8 952 470

RECONCILIATION OF INVESTMENT PROPERTY - 2013

OPENING BALANCE TOTAL

Investment property 8 952 470 8 952 470

Details of valuation

The investment property is held at fair value. The market value of the investment property as at 31 March 2014 has been valued at R8 952 470. The valuation method used is the income capitalization 
method because most of the buildings on the property are let and used for commercial/industrial purpose. The property is situated on Erf 169 Weavind Park, City of Tshwane. The valuation was per-
formed by DB Grobler. (Appraiser and Professional Associated Valuer Nr 2311)
Amounts recognised in surplus and deficit for the year.

2014 2013 RESTATED
Rental revenue from investment property - Kilnerton 2 047 668 1 678 338

Direct operating expenses from rental generating property - Kilnerton 1 356 690 1 369 899

Rental revenue from investment property - Parking 8 864 616 11 408 167

Direct operating expenses from rental generating property - Parking 7 642 459 10 277 244
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5. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

2014 2013

COST / VALUATION
ACCUMULATED DEPRECIA-
TION AND ACCUMULATED 

IMPAIRMENT
CARRYING 

VALUE COST / VALUATION
ACCUMULATED DEPRE-
CIATION AND ACCU-
MULATED IMPAIRMENT

CARRYING VALUE

Land 5 002 920 - 5 002 920 5 002 920 - 5 002 920

Buildings 153 329 380 (83 845 280) 69 484 100 150 873 123 (80 759 583) 70 113 540

Motor vehicles 376 899 (61 797) 315 102 376 899 (45 556) 331 343

Office furniture and equipment 8 680 712 (3 362 577) 5 318 135 8 687 897 (2 250 852) 6 437 045

IT equipment 919 708 (277 198) 642 510 913 184 (96 015) 817 169

Wardrobe 931 300 (279 175) 652 125 931 300 (209 381) 721 919

Plant and equipment 31 536 740 (9 515 744) 22 020 996 29 606 476 (4 349 584) 25 256 892

Artwork 18 418 243 - 18 418 243 18 418 243 - 18 418 243

Leased office equipment - - - 408 902 (310 652) 98 250

Capital work in progress 3 847 415 - 3 847 415 517 113 - 517 113

TOTAL 223 043 317 (97 341 771) 125 701 546 215 736 057 (88 021 623) 127 714 434

RECONCILIATION OF PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT - 2014

OPENING BALANCE ADDITIONS DISPOSALS TRANSFERS DEPRECIATION TOTAL
Land 5 002 920 - - - - 5 002 920

Buildings 70 113 540 - - 2 456 257 (3 085 697) 69 484 100

Motor vehicles 331 343 - - - (16 241) 315 102

Office equipment 6 437 045 3 098 (6 695) - (1 115 313) 5 318 135

Computer  equipment 817 169 101 795 (62 793) - (213 661) 642 510

Wardrobe 721 919 - - - (69 794) 652 125

Plant and equipment 25 256 892 2 554 353 (438 307) - (5 351 942) 22 020 996

Artwork 18 418 243 - - - - 18 418 243

Leased office equipment 98 250 - - - (98 250) -

Capital work in progress 517 113 5 786 559 - (2 456 257) - 3 847 415

127 714 434 8 445 805 (507 795) - (9 950 898) 125 701 546
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RECONCILIATION OF PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT - 2013

OPENING BALANCE ADDITIONS DISPOSALS TRANSFERS DEPRECIATION TOTAL
Land 5 002 920 - - - - 5 002 920

Buildings 70 660 699 - - 2 505 787 (3 052 946) 70 113 540

Motor vehicles 347 584 - - - (16 241) 331 343

Office equipment 7 350 577 195 391 - - (1 108 923) 6 437 045

Computer equipment 586 787 341 279 (3 691) - (107 206) 817 169

Wardrobe 803 212 - (1 699) - (79 594) 721 919

Plant and equipment 25 214 624 3 492 064 (32 259) - (3 417 537) 25 256 892

Artwork 18 508 243 - (90 000) - - 18 418 243

Leased office equipment 234 551 - - - (136 301) 98 250

Capital work in progress 2 018 192 1 004 708 - (2 505 787) - 517 113

130 727 389 5 033 442 (127 649) - (7 918 748) 127 714 434
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6. INTANGIBLE ASSETS

2014 2013

COST / VALUATION
ACCUMULATED 

AMORTISATION AND 
ACCUMULATED IMPAIRMENT

CARRYING VALUE COST / 
VALUATION

ACCUMULATED 
AMORTISATION AND 

ACCUMULATED 
IMPAIRMENT

CARRYING VALUE

Computer software, other 523 051 (149 682) 373 369 116 460 (55 672) 60 788

RECONCILIATION OF INTANGIBLE ASSETS - 2014

OPENING BALANCE ADDITIONS AMORTISATION TOTAL

Computer software, other 60 788 406 591 (94 010) 373 369

RECONCILIATION OF INTANGIBLE ASSETS - 2013

OPENING BALANCE ADDITIONS AMORTISATION TOTAL

Computer software, other 70 004 18 000 (27 216) 60 788
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7. EMPLOYEE BENEFIT OBLIGATIONS

Defined benefit plan
Thez South African State Theatre provides an ex-gratia pension fund to qualifying pensioners.
The South African State Theatre provides an ex-gratia pension fund to qualifying pensioners. South African State Theatre provides an ex-gratia pension fund to qualifying pensioners.

Post retirement medical aid plan
A valuation was performed for the medical aid fund based on 19 (2013:  20) retired pensioners previously employed by the State Theatre.  The Projected Unit Credit funding method has been used to 
determine the past-service liabilities at the valuation date and the projected annual expense in the year following the valuation date. 
The expected value of each employee and their spouse’s future medical aid subsidies is projected by allowing for future medical inflation.  The calculated values are then discounted at the assumed 
discount interest rate to the present date of valuation.  Mortality, retirements and withdrawals from services was also taken into consideration.  The accrued liability is determined on the basis that 
each employee’s medical aid benefit accrues uniformly over the working life of an employee up until retirement.  Further it is assumed that the current policy for awarding medical aid subsidies re-
mains unchanged in the future.  An assumption was made that 100 % of all active members on medical aid will remain on medical aid once they retire, and on the same medical aid option.
As at the valuation date, the medical aid liability of the State Theatre was unfunded, i.e. no dedicated assets had been set aside to meet this liability.  No valuation was done on any assets.

Pension benefits
The ex-gratia pension liability was calculated based on 4 (2013:  4) retired pensioners previously employed by the State Theatre by multiplying the annual pension provided by an appropriate annuity 
factor as at the valuation date.
As at the valuation date, the ex-gratia benefits liabilities of the State Theatre were unfunded, i.e. no dedicated assets have been set aside to meet this liability.  No valuation was done on any assets.

The amounts recognised in the statement of financial position are as follows:

2014 2013 RESTATED
CARRYING VALUE
Present value of the defined benefit obligation - Ex-gratio Pensioners (402 000) (394 000)

Present value of the defined benefit obligation - Post Employment Medical Aid (5 242 000) (5 176 000)

Interest cost - Ex-gratio Pensioners (24 000) (24 000)

Interest cost - Post Employment Medical Aid (322 000) (330 000)

Benefits paid - Ex-gratio Pensioners 43 040 42 000

Benefits paid - Post Employment Medical Aid 583 826 527 000

Actuarial loss - Ex-gratio Pensioners (9 040) (26 000)

Actuarial loss - Post Employment Medical Aid (618 826) (263 000)

 (5 991 000) (5 644 000)
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The fair value of plan assets includes:

2014 2013 RESTATED
NET EXPENSE RECOGNISED IN THE STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
Interest cost - Ex-gratio Pensioners 24 000 24 000

Interest cost - Post Employment Medical Aid 322 000 330 000

Actuarial losses - Ex-gratio Pensioners 9 041 26 000

Actuarial losses - Post Employment Medical Aid 618 826 263 000

 973 867 643 000

CALCULATION OF ACTUARIAL GAINS AND LOSSES

Actuarial (gains) losses – Obligation 627 867 289 000

KEY ASSUMPTIONS USED

Assumptions used at the reporting date: 

Discount rates used - Ex-gratio Pensioners 8,40% 6,50%

Discount rates used - Post Employment Medical Aid 8,18% 6,50%

Consumer Price Inflation - Ex-gratio Pensioners 6,58% 4,76%

Consumer Price Inflation - Post Employment Medical Aid 6,36% 4,76%

Pension inflation 6,58% 4,76%

Medical aid contribution inflation 7,36% 5,76%

Net effective discount rate - Ex-gratio Pensioners 1,71% 1,66%

Net effective discount rate - Post Employment Medical Aid 0,76% 0,70%
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The basis used to determine the overall expected rate of return on assets is as follow: 

Ex-gratia Pensioners

a) Economic Assumptions
The discount rate for the Ex-gratia pensioners was set equal to the yield on the R186 bond as at the valuation date.  The CPI assumption was calculated as the difference between the yield on the 
R186 nominal yield bond and the R197 real yield bond as the valuation date.  An assumption was made  that the pension increases awarded to ex-gratia pensioners will be equal to the increase in 
CPI.  The net effective discount rate is the difference between the discount rate assumption and the pension inflation assumption.

b) Demographic Assumptions
The PA (90) mortality table was used to determine the annuity factors.  An assumption was made that all pensioners were married with males being five years older than their female spouses.

c) Benefits to spouse
An assumption was made that the ex-gratia pensions will continue to be paid to the spouse after the death of the pensioner at a reduced rate of 80 % of the pension in payment.  Payments to the 
spouse are continued until death.

 - 20 % increase / decrease in the assumed level of withdrawal rates:
 - 1 % increase / decrease in pension salary inflation

d) Sensitivity Analysis
In order to illustrate the sensitivity of the results to changes in certain key variables, the liabilities was recalculated using the following assumptions:

 - 20 % increase / decrease in the assumed level of withdrawal rates:
 - 1 % increase / decrease in pension salary inflation

Withdrawal rate
Deviations from the assumed level of withdrawal experience of the eligible persons will have a large impact on the actual cost to the State Theatre.  If the actual rates of withdrawal turns out to be 
higher than the rates assumed in the valuation basis, then the cost to the State Theatre in the form of benefits will reduce and vice versa.  

An assumption was made that the ex-gratia pensions will continue to be paid to the spouse after the death of the pensioner at a reduced rate of 80 % of the pension in payment.  Payments to the 
spouse are continued until death.
We have illustrated the effect of higher and lower withdrawal rates by increasing and decreasing the withdrawal rates by 20 %.  The effect is illustrated in the “Withdrawal Rate Table” below.

Pension inflation
The cost of the ex-gratia benefits is dependent on the increase in the annual pensions paid to employees.  The rate at which salaries increase will thus have a direct effect on the liability of future 
retirees.
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We have tested the effect of a 1% p.a. change in the Pension inflation assumption.  The effect is illustrated in the “Pension Inflation Table” below.
Post Employment Medical Aid

a)  Discount rate
The determination of the Discount rate assumption must be used as the rate that can be determined by reference to market yields as at the balance sheet date on high quality corporate bonds.  
In countries where there is no deep market in such bonds, the market yields (at the balance sheet date) on government bonds should be used.  The currency and term of the corporate bonds or 
government bonds should be consistent with the currency and estimated term of the post-employment benefit obligations.  The discount rate was therefore set as the yield of the R208 South Africa 
Government Bond as at the valuation date.  The actual yield on the R208 bond was sourced from the RMB Global Markets website on the 31st of March 2014.

b) Medical aid inflation
The medical aid inflation rate was set with reference to the past relationship between CPI and medical aid contribution rate inflation.  We have derived the underlying future rate of consumer price 
index inflation (CPI inflation) from the relationship between current conventional bond yields (R208) and current index-linked bond yields (R197).  South Africa has experienced high health care cost 
inflation in recent years.  The annualised compound rates of increase for the last ten years show that registered medical aid schemes contribution inflation outstripped general CPI by almost 3 % year 
on year.  There increases was not considered to be sustainable and an assumption was made that medical aid contribution increases would outstrip general inflation by 1 % per annum over the fore-
seeable future.

c)  Mortality Rates
Mortality post-employment (for pensioners) has been based on the PA (90) ultimate mortality tables.  No explicit assumption was made about additional mortality or health care costs due to AIDS.

d)  Spouses and Dependants
An assumption was made that the marital status of members who are currently married will remain the same up to retirement.  Where necessary it was assumed that female spouses would be five 
years younger than their male spouses at retirement.

e) Sensitivity analysis
In order to illustrate the sensitivity of our results to changes in certain key variables, we have recalculated the liabilities using the following assumptions:

20 % increase / decrease in the assumed level of mortality;
 - 1 % increase / decrease in the medical aid inflation

Mortality rate
Deviations from the assumed level of mortality experience of the current employees and the continuation members (pensioners) will have a large impact on the actual cost to the State Theatre.  If 
the actual rates of mortality turns out higher than the rates assumed in the valuation basis, the cost to the State Theatre in the form of subsidies will reduce and vice versa.
We have illustrated the effect of higher and lower mortality rates by increasing and decreasing the mortality rates by 20 %.  The effect is illustrated in the “Mortality rate table” below.

Medical aid inflation
The cost of the subsidy after retirement is dependent on the increase in the contributions to the medial aid scheme before and after retirement.  The rate at which these contributions increase will thus 
have a direct effect on the liability of future retirees.  
We have tested the effect of a 1 % p.a. change in the medical aid inflation assumption.  The effect is illustrated in the “Medical aid inflation table” below.
The basis used to determine the overall expected rate of return on assets, including the effect of the major categories of plan assets, is as follows:
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WITHDRAWAL RATE EFFECT -20 % WITHDRAWAL RATE VALUATION ASSUMPTION +20 % WITHDRAWAL RATE
Total Accrued Liability 444 000 392 000 352 000

Interest Cost 36 000 31 000 28 000

 480 000 423 000 380 000

PENSION INFLATION EFFECT -1 % PENSION INFLATION VALUATION ASSUMPTION +1 % INFLATION
Total Accrued Liability 370 000 392 000 416 000

Interest Cost 29 000 31 000 33 000

399 000 423 000 449 000

MORTALITY RATE EFFECT -20 % MORTALITY RATE VALUATION ASSUMPTION +20 % MORTALITY RATE
Total Accrued Liability 6 345 000 5 599 000 5 035 000

Interest Cost 493 000 432 000 386 000

6 838 000 6 031 000 5 421 000

MEDICAL AID INFLATION -1% MEDICAL AID INFLATION VALUATION ASSUMPTION +1 % MEDICAL AID INFLATION
Total Accrued Liability 5 272 000 5 599 000 5 958 000

Interest Cost 405 000 432 000 462 000

5 677 000 6 031 000 6 420 000
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2014 2013 RESTATED
8. INVENTORIES

Stationery 85 291 92 366

FOH Liquor, refreshments and consumables 286 331 230 543

371 622 322 909

9. RECEIVABLES FROM EXCHANGE TRANSACTIONS

Trade debtors 1 051 096 1 224 689

Prepayments - 729 348

Deposits 12 277 12 277

Operating lease receivables 46 786 53 440

Accrued Income 44 135 105 703

Other receivables 26 393 3 369

1 180 687 2 128 826

10. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Cash and cash equivalents consist of:

Cash on hand 113 183 129 638

Bank balances 2 969 178 59 991

Deposits on call 13 749 397 12 907 032

Short term investments (under 12 months) - 6 617 500

16 831 758 19 714 161
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2014 2013 RESTATED
11. FINANCE LEASE OBLIGATION

Minimum lease payments due

 - within one year - 109 027

- 109 027

less: future finance charges - (4 839)

Present value of minimum lease payments - 104 188

Present value of minimum lease payments due

 - within one year - 104 188

Non-current liabilities - -

Current liabilities - 104 188

- 104 188

The  entity leased in 2012/13 certain of its office equipment in terms of a finance lease agreement. There were no escalation clauses or restrictions imposed by the leases. The effective interest rate of 
the finance lease was 12.24% per annum. The monthly installment for the finance leases ranged from R379.95 to R3 879.84.
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12. EMPLOYEE COST PROVISION

Reconciliation of employee cost provision - 2014

2014 2013 RESTATED
OPENING BALANCE UTILISED DURING THE YEAR TOTAL

Provision for leave 1 102 266 (255 656) 846 610

Reconciliation of employee cost provision - 2013

Provision for leave 1 025 524 76 742 1 102 266

13. PAYABLES FROM EXCHANGE TRANSACTIONS

Trade payables 1 538 257 329 155

Income received in advance 296 575 153 499

Accrued expense  2 053 169 1 541 055

3 888 001 2 023 709

14. REVENUE

Sale of goods 2 079 439 2 180 278

Rendering of services 2 081 425 2 039 256

Rental of facilities and equipment 16 251 724 19 286 977

Sundry income 2 073 199 845 196

Interest received - investment 918 827 829 937

Government grants & subsidies 52 235 644 59 681 428

75 640 258 84 863 072
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UTILISED DURING THE YEAR TOTAL

THE AMOUNT INCLUDED IN REVENUE ARISING FROM EXCHANGES OF GOODS OR SERVICES ARE AS FOLLOWS:

Sale of goods 2 079 439 2 180 278

Rendering of services 2 081 425 2 039 256

Rental of facilities and equipment 16 251 724 19 286 977

Other operating revenue 2 073 199 845 196

Interest received - investment 918 827 829 937

23 404 614 25 181 644

The amount included in revenue arising from non-exchange transactions is as follows:

Transfer revenue 

2014 2013 RESTATED
Government grants & subsidies 52 235 644 59 681 428

Nature and type of services in-kind are as follows:

The South African State Theatre has a sponsorship agreement with kykNET which is considered as non-exchange transaction in-kind. The fair value of the transaction cannot be reliably determined. 
The agreement gives kykNET naming rights to the Drama Theatre and the South African State Theatre will receive in return classical airtime to be used for promotional spot.

15. GOVERNMENT GRANTS AND SUBSIDIES

OPERATING GRANTS

DAC Operational Grant 42 393 000 49 706 000

CATHSSETA Grant 69 012 225 428

42 462 012 49 931 428

CAPITAL GRANTS

DAC Capital grant recognised 9 773 632 9 750 000

9 773 632 9 750 000

52 235 644 59 681 428
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2014 2013 RESTATED
Advertising 2 894 879 4 544 229

Auditors remuneration 1 909 225 1 259 326

Bank charges 210 459 183 978

Cleaning 2 701 330 2 564 014

Consulting and professional fees 1 025 490 924 772

Consumables 67 611 33 015

Entertainment 188 118 251 483

Fines and penalties 56 374 1 500

Flowers 36 680 20 670

Insurance 112 594 377 551

IT expenses 20 137 19 917

Lease rentals on operating lease 199 178 105 595

Levies 140 699 140 699

Placement fees 179 515 43 354

Postage and courier 29 875 37 977

Printing and stationery 322 922 279 261

Security 4 108 576 3 996 392

Software expenses 71 404 128 472

Staff welfare 222 222 243 688

Subscriptions and membership fees 101 763 148 900

Telephone and fax 697 318 706 647

Training 194 802 279 182

Travel - local 675 121 489 416

Electricity 7 614 837 7 127 984

Uniforms 28 134 72 681

Production costs 8 325 783 17 164 456

Sundry expenses 660 968 331 909

Cost of refreshments 1 284 093 1 295 051

34 080 107 42 772 119
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NOTE(S) 2014 2013 RESTATED
16.1. AUDITORS REMUNERATION

Internal Audit 551 289 323 917

External Audit 1 357 937 935 409

17. EMPLOYEE RELATED COSTS

Basic salaries 31 607 292 30 786 472

Workman’s Compensation 184 720 188 454

Leave pay provision charge 12 (255 656) 76 742

Post-employment benefits - Pension - Defined contribution plan - 1

Overtime payments 1 108 280 1 100 775

Actuarial loss 627 866 289 000

Interest cost on revaluation of Medical Aid Fund and Pension Fund 346 000 353 880

33 618 502 32 795 324

18. INVESTMENT REVENUE

Interest revenue

Bank 918 827 829 937

19. FINANCE COSTS

Interest paid on overdue accounts 1 741 2 329

Finance leases 4 842 22 292

6 583 24 621
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20. OPERATING LEASE

The entity leases certain of its office space in terms of operating leases. The majority of leases run for 1 year in-line with the entity’s financial year. There are no escalation rates and new contracts are 
signed with lessees each year. The future minimum lease payments under operating leases are as follows: 

2014 2013 RESTATED
STATE THEATRE BUILDING 
Due no later than one year 556 629 1 209 857

Due between 1 and 5 years 115 116 541 471

671 745 1 751 328

Investment Property

Due no later than one year 474 274 1 456 824

Due between 1 and 5 years 252 374 537 172

726 648 1 993 996

The entity leases an on hold telephone message system  with a 1 month  termination notice period and a GAAP point of sale software over a three year period.
The future minimum lease payments under non-cancellable operating leases are as follows:
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21. CASH GENERATED FROM OPERATIONS

2014 2013 RESTATED
Deficit (7 333 584) (2 358 612)

ADJUSTMENTS FOR:

Depreciation and amortisation 10 044 906 7 945 963

Disposal of assets 507 795 127 650

Movements in retirement benefit assets and liabilities 347 000 74 000

Movements in provisions (255 656) 76 742

CHANGES IN WORKING CAPITAL:

Inventories (48 713) (22 325)

Receivables from exchange transactions 948 139 (916 687)

Payables from exchange transactions 1 864 290 (1 897 581)

6 074 177 3 029 150

22. COMMITMENTS
AUTHORISED CAPITAL EXPENDITURE

ALREADY CONTRACTED FOR BUT NOT PROVIDED FOR

• Property, plant and equipment 3 684 231 2 502 558

THE COMMITMENTS TO PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT COMPRISES OF THE FOLLOWING:

• Refurbishment of staff canteen 360 771 -

• Restaurant upgrade 174 720 -

• Refurbishment of VIP Bar 133 985 -

• Theatre Seats 2 113 742 -

• Upgrade of Lifts 755 632 1 490 398

• Upgrade of Front of House Foyers - 1 012 160

3 538 850 2 502 558
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23. CONTINGENCIES

A letter of demand in terms of the institution of legal proceedings against certain organs of the State Act 40 of 2002 was issued to the State Theatre by Ms. AD van der Westhuizen on 28 March 2014 
for injury sustained in the parking on 16th September 2014. Ms AD van der Westhiuzen has claimed R400 000 for her injury sustained. The outcome of the legal proceedings is currently unknown and is 
still under investigation.

24. RELATED PARTIES

RELATIONSHIPS
Department Department of Arts and Culture (DAC)

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

2014 2013 RESTATED
DEPARTMENT OF ARTS AND CULTURE

Operational grants received from DAC 52 166 632 59 456 000

CATHSSETA grant recognised 69 012 225 428

MISS NC KHUMALO

Miss NC Khumalo, a member of KKBR Entertainment acted as an agent for performing artist with-
out due declaration. - 410 000
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25. KEY MANAGEMENT COMPENSATION
EXECUTIVE

2014
BASIC SALARY ANNUAL BONUS PROVIDENT FUND ALLOWANCES OTHER TOTAL

Dr. Q Simpson 1 003 497 82 168 133 637 - 30 000 1 249 302

Mr A Sekhabi 686 693 56 118 131 653 63 600 12 000 950 064

Mr G Viljoen 680 746 60 369 149 440 - 12 229 902 784

Mr A Mokoena 528 797 55 173 101 214 - 75 638 760 822

 2 899 733 253 828 515 944 63 600 129 867 3 862 972

2013
BASIC SALARY ANNUAL BONUS PROVIDENT FUND ALLOWANCES OTHER TOTAL

Miss. X Ngema (resigned 31 May 2012) 138 408 25 978 24 378 12 000 58 613 259 377

Dr. Q Simpson (appointed 1 May 2012) 839 859 65 530 113 949 - 10 000 1 029 338

Mr A Sekhabi 645 284 52 648 123 498 63 600 12 000 897 030

Mr G Viljoen 617 442 64 517 161 422 - 14 388 857 769

Mr A Mokoena 579 935 46 395 111 161 - 7 800 745 291

Miss. E Booyens 476 571 38 999 - 11 000 11 629 538 199

 3 297 499 294 067 534 408 86 600 114 430 4 327 004
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NON-EXECUTIVE

2014
MEMBER’S FEES ALLOWANCES TOTAL

Ms. N Gallant 11 602 1 220 12 822

Ms B Neuhoff 26 424 5 734 32 158

Dr. K Netshiombo 23 190 3 953 27 143

Mr A Bodrick 13 900 3 260 17 160

Mr H Gouvelis 12 978 900 13 878

Adv. K Motsiri 6 028 1 220 7 248

Mr M Ngonyama 12 510 - 12 510

Dr. O Ntsoane 20 850 3 288 24 138

Adv. J Ralefatane 16 708 3 514 20 222

 144 190 23 089 167 279

2013
MEMBERS FEES ALLOWANCES TOTAL

Miss. N Gallant 65 913 3 965 69 878

Mrs B Neuhoff 26 410 6 466 32 876

Dr. K Netshiombo 28 282 6 027 34 309

Mr A Bodrick 16 226 2 928 19 154

Mr H Gouvelis 16 226 1 183 17 409

Adv. K Motsiri 12 510 - 12 510

Mr M Ngonyama 15 290 988 16 278

Dr. O Ntsoane 26 410 3 791 30 201

Adv. J Ralefatane 19 942 4 211 24 153

Mr J Watson 11 602 366 11 968

238 811 29 925 268 736
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26. PRIOR PERIOD ERRORS

Correction of error: Property, Plant and Equipment and Intangible Assets
During the current financial year management reviewed all assets based on the improvement of the control environment and the update of the asset management policy.  This resulted in a number 
of misstatement being identified that was subsequently corrected.
Revision of the assets included in the asset register and the valuation of all assets as at 01 April 2012 was performed in the current year.  The assets are carried at cost less accumulated depreciation 
and the difference in asset values will be charged to the accumulated surplus as it relates to the correction of prior period errors. The detail of prior period errors corrected was shown in the table 
below.
Correction of error: CAPEX
The Capex Liability has been recognised as revenue in terms of GRAP 23.

Correction of error: Payables 
A creditor invoice was not included in the accounts payable amount for the prior year as per the invoice date.

Correction of error: Operating leases
Correction of operating lease equalisation error for the prior period.
The correction of the error(s) results in adjustments as follows:

2014 2013 RESTATED
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

Increase in Trade Payable - (65 750)

Decrease in Property, Plant and Equipment - (49 504 966)

Decrease in Intangible Assets - (12 186)

Increase in other receivables - 587

Decrease in Government Grant Liabilities - 21 013 843

Increase in Payments in Advance - 18 753

Increase in deposits - 10 047

Decrease in Accumulated Surplus - 28 539 673
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

Increase in Selling and distribution cost - 65 750

Decrease in Depreciation Expense - PPE - (32 107)

Decrease in Amortisation Expense - Intangible Assets - (1 451)

Increase in repairs and maintenance - 1 119 211

Increase in advertisement cost - 592 765

Increase in revenue from non-exchange - (2 552 032)

Decrease in sundry expense - (18 753)

Increase in office rental - (587)
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27. RISK MANAGEMENT

FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT

The entity’s activities expose it to a variety of financial risks: market risk (including currency risk, fair value interest rate risk, cash flow interest rate risk and price risk), credit risk and liquidity risk.
The entity has developed a comprehensive risk strategy in terms of Treasury Regulations 28.1 in order to monitor and control these risks. Internal audit function reports quarterly to the Audit Commit-
tee, an independent body that monitors risks and policies to mitigate risk exposures. The risk management process relating to each of these risks is discussed under the headings below.
 

LIQUIDITY RISK

The entity’s risk to liquidity is a result of the funds available to cover future commitments. The entity manages liquidity risk through an ongoing review of future commitments and credit facilities. All 
bank accounts are held with reputable banking institutions.
The table below analyses the entity’s financial liabilities and net-settled derivative financial liabilities into relevant maturity groupings based on the remaining period at the statement of financial posi-
tion to the contractual maturity date. The amounts disclosed in the table are the contractual undiscounted cash flows. Balances due within 12 months equal their carrying balances as the impact of 
discounting is not significant.

2014 2013 RESTATED
LESS THAN ONE YEAR 

Trade and other payables 1 538 258 329 155

Finance lease liability - 109 027

 1 538 258 438 182

CREDIT RISK

Credit risk relates to potential exposure on trade receivables. At year end, the entity did not consider there to be any significant concentration of credit risk which had not been adequately provided 
for. There is no security pledged on trade creditors and cash and cash equivalents.
Financial assets exposed to credit risk at year end were as follows:

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENT 

Cash and cash equivalents 16 857 442 19 714 161

Trade receivables 1 051 096 1 224 689
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MARKET RISK

INTEREST RATE RISK

All financial instruments attract interest at rates linked directly to the prime bank overdraft rate.

2014 2013 RESTATED
ASSETS

Cash and cash equivalents 16 857 442 19 714 161

Trade receivables from exchange transaction 1 051 096 1 224 689

17 908 538 20 938 850

LIABILITIES

Trade payables from exchange transactions 1 538 257 936 863

As the entity has no significant interest risk exposure at financial year end, the effect of 1% strengthening or weakening of the prime interest rate by balance sheet date is not considered material.

28. EVENTS AFTER THE REPORTING DATE

There were no adjusting events that came to the attention of council.

29. FRUITLESS AND WASTEFUL EXPENDITURE

2014 2013 RESTATED
Opening balance 565 257 123 186

Fruitless and wasteful expenditure for the year 55 839 442 071

Fruitless and wasteful expenditure identified in the current year relating to prior year 1 263 -

622 359 565 257
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INCIDENT DISCIPLINARY STEPS TAKEN/ 
CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS

SARS penalties and interest paid on unpaid PAYE, UIF and SDL No disciplinary yet, incidents to be investigated 54 098 -

Interest charged on late payment No disciplinary yet, incidents to be investigated 3 004 1 500

The entity cancelled the production of Miss Julie resulting in 11 days performances out of 29 days perfor-
mance that was contracted due to poor attendance. The full contract amount of R586 100 was paid to 
the producers.

No disciplinary yet, incidents to be investigated - 343 576

An employee has been remunerated for two months after the employees resignation. No disciplinary yet, incidents to be investigated - 96 995

57 102 442 071

30. IRREGULAR EXPENDITURE

2014 2013 RESTATED
Opening balance 5 973 331 1 563 712

Add: Irregular Expenditure - current year 30 475 083 3 632 490

Irregular expenditure identified in the current year relating to the prior year 37 219 266 777 129

73 667 680 5 973 331

DETAILS OF IRREGULAR EXPENDITURE – CURRENT YEAR

Disciplinary steps taken/criminal proceedings
Based on the qualification obtained on irregular expenditure in the prior years, the entity investigated all payments 
made from 2011/12 to 2013/14 to identify all irregular expenditure in order to resolve the qualification from the prior 
year. During the review of the payments, it was noted that the procurement process was not followed due to a 
lack of controls implemented over SCM resulting in irregular expenditure.  
The following are incidents that have resulted in the irregular expenditure: 
- no approved purchase orders; 
- procurement without obtaining the required number of quotes; 
- The lowest quote not accepted; 
- Procurement from suppliers over R30 000 without obtaining a valid tax clearance certificate; 
- No SBD4 forms obtained from suppliers; 
- No SBD 9 forms obtained form suppliers; 
- The preferential  points system not correctly applied/ not applied as required by PPPFA, 
- The tender process not followed for all expenditure above R500 000.
The entity has since implemented controls such as centralising the SCM unit and SCM checklists being implement-
ed to avoid irregular expenditure from incurring. 

No disciplinary action has been tak-
en, incidents to be investigated 67 694 349
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